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unbreakable universal mounting
• Low power consumption - low operating temperature
• One product suits floor and wall mounting
• Universal armature - offsets to 55º to suit doors
opening past 90º • Wall mount extensions available
• 12 & 24 VDC selectable • Push off button with
no residual magnetism • Oversize armature for
easy alignment • Emergency release button
• Electroless nickel plated armature and electromagnet
• Stainless fastenings • Full local support and back up
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Surface and Recess mounting
This device enhances an outstanding range of
unbreakable products which conveniently hold
open fire doors. When a smoke/fire alarm is
activated the magnet instantly releases the door
to the closed position to prevent the spread of
smoke and fire. These units feature a choice
of 3 covers for optimum aesthetic appeal and
durability. The installer can utilise one device for
surface mounting or for recess mounting.
Option B – Recess Mounted
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The new Panasonic WV-SFV781L
Camera embodies Panasonic’s
Security DNA philosophy. We provide
True 4K from the Panasonic made
optics to the chipset and black box
technologies, such as the rain wash
coating. The WV-SFV781L is designed
from the ground up to provide the
best 4K experience.

WV-SFV781L
VARI-FOCAL CAMERA
- 4k images up to 30fps
- Ultra wide 6x motorised optical zoom
- 12.4 Mega pixel sensor
- Rain wash coating
- Fog compensation

OUTSTANDING CLARITY

THE PANASONIC VARI-FOCAL OPTICS AND 12MP SENSOR
OFFERS
IMPROVED CLARITY
With 4x the resolution of FHD more
details can be seen.

FALL OFF REDUCED
The Panasonic 4-25mm optics insure the
image stays sharp right to the edges.

WWW.PANASONIC.NET/SECURITY

12M PIXEL MODE
The WV-SFV781L Can provide a
12M Pixel output at 15Ffps.

From the Editor
Welcome to the April 2017 issue of NZ Security Magazine. It’s an edition
bursting at the seams as we continue our exploration into industry training,
licensing and standards, and cover a range of topical issues, including aviation
security gaps, government service centre security, border security innovation,
apiculture industry thefts and leading surveillance technology product
information.
In Part Two of his wide-ranging piece on industry training, Keith Newman
asks whether training is failing the industry or whether the industry is failing
to train. Although hard-hitting, the article nevertheless points to the shared
concern held by key industry stakeholders to getting training on track, and to
the opportunities to make it happen.
In this edition of NZ Security, we are fortunate to be joined by two eminent
guest contributors. In his feature on mandatory training and licensing, Dr
Trevor Bradley of Victoria University Wellington analyses PSPLA licensing and
training completion data to gauge the effectiveness of regulatory efforts to
professionalise the industry.
In Part Two of his treatment of Standard AS 2201.2-2004 for monitoring
centres, 2017 security consultant of the year Lincoln Potter talks us through
monitoring centre requirements relating to alternate power sources, or
generators. Targeting the more confusing aspects of the Standard, Lincoln
provides expert clarity.
Also in this edition, Gary Morrison, NZSA CEO, details the Association’s
launch of revised Codes of Practice and provides information on the NZSA
Audit Accreditation process.
We also look into the insider threats facing aviation security based
on recent US experience and the controversial shooting of a wayward
explosive detector dog at Auckland Airport last month. We look too at recent
developments in WINZ service centre security following the imposition of front
door ID checks, and we check in with the Chief Executive of Apiculture NZ
amid a continued spate of organised North Island beehive thefts.
If you haven’t already done so, I urge you to visit us online via our website
and social media accounts (LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook). We are committed
to providing you with multiple ways of engaging with our editorial and
advertising content so that you can keep informed no matter where you are
and what device you’re using.
A reminder for those that prefer to read online, nzSecurity - and its sister
magazines Line of Defence and FireNZ - are published online as well as in print.
Each edition of nzSecurity receives in excess of 2,000 downloads, with our
website boasting over 3,000 visits per month... and growing fast!
Nick Dynon
Auckland
Contact Details:
Nick Dynon, Managing Editor
Phone: + 64 022 366 3691
Email: nick@defsecmedia.co.nz

facebook.com/defsecmedia

Craig Flint, Publisher
Phone: + 64 7 868 2703
Email: craig@defsecmedia.co.nz

linkedin.com/company/
defsec-media-limited

Postal and delivery address:
27 West Crescent,
Te Puru 3575, Thames, RD5,
New Zealand.
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Featuring: Perimeter Protection, Alarms,
RFID, Carpark Security

Nick Dynon
Managing Editor
Nick has written for nzSecurity since
2013. He writes on all things security,
but is particularly fascinated with
the fault lines between security and
privacy, and between individual,
enterprise and national security.
Prior to nzSecurity he clocked up
over 20 years experience in various
border security and military roles.

Disclaimer:
The information contained in this publication
is given in good faith and has been derived
from sources believed to be reliable and
accurate. However, neither the publishers
nor any person involved in the preparation
of this publication accept any form of
liability whatsoever for its contents including
advertisements, editorials, opinions, advice or
information
or for any consequences from its use.
Copyright:
No article or part thereof may be reproduced
without prior consent of the publisher.
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Vess NVRs:
The Promise of true scalability,
redundancy & compatibility
The Surveillance Industry is
constantly growing. Technology
constantly evolves, bringing with
it higher resolution cameras, more
advanced analytical software,
and increasing data retention
times, which translates to higher
capacity storage requirements and
higher performance requirements
on hardware.
Outdated infrastructure is becoming
costly and ineffective. As businesses
expand, the need for surveillance
to ensure protection also expands,
increasing the size of deployment and the
amount of surveillance data that needs to
be stored.
Inevitably, this market (like others)
is moving more and more into the
digital space. With the Introduction of
new technology and advanced analytics
software, the demand for IT knowledge is
much higher, but that doesn’t necessarily
translate into surveillance knowledge.
Generic all in one ‘servers’ are a
common platform for surveillance in
many businesses today. Many end up
using a server that also execute daily
infrastructure tasks for their business,
which when combined with a VMS (video
management software), can lead to stress
on system resources and result in dropped
frames or catastrophic failure.
Another option is a high end
workstation, which itself can lead to
complications, as you are limited by
storage constraints as a workstation
is essentially still a PC, and not easily
expandable. Traditionally a workstation
will be running a high-end desktop
processor, rather than a server processor,
which is not ideal for dealing with video
streams and recording.
Custom building a server is another
common option, but what about
compatibility issues between hardware,
8
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and with software? When there’s a
component failure, where do you go?
How do you diagnose? It’s not a one-stop
support shop, and quite often can become
a finger-pointing game.
With the ongoing demands on
surveillance for security, health and safety,
and insurance Purposes, is it really worth
leaving things to chance?
That’s where Promise comes in.
Promise Technologies is a recognised
global leader and leading developer of
high performance storage solutions to
data centre, surveillance and rich media
industries.
As Specialists in both IT and
Surveillance Storage and pioneers of RAID
technology, Promise are sought after by
well-known brands for OEM products, and
are one of the most compatible surveillance
solutions, being highly compatible with some
of the most popular VMS brands in the
market and certified by Aimetis, Axxonsoft,
CamIQ, CSVi, Digifort, Genetec, OnSSI,
SeeTec, Sony and Milestone.
Promise Technologies offer surveillance
solutions to all levels of deployment, from
entry level to high end, taking out product
of the year 2016 with the cost-effective,
entry level NVR Vess A2330 as voted by
Security Products magazine.
As a worldwide storage leader Promise
Technologies develops high-performance
storage solutions that solve the unique
challenges customers face in video
surveillance. With outstanding design,
performance, and support, Promise’s
industry leading NVR storage appliances
and external storage solutions deliver the

optimal mix of features and capabilities
that exceed the critical requirements of
video surveillance.
A collection of unique features
designed to overcome performance
bottlenecks allow Vess NVRs to handle
a higher number of IP cameras than
competing solutions.
Suiting all levels of deployments,
Promise isn’t just a solution for high end
corporations. Users in the market for a
deployment on a smaller scale can also
benefit from a cost-effective solution. The
Vess A2330 is the entry level model, a 2U
6-Bay rack mountable NVR supporting
up to 35 IP cameras, a popular choice
within the New Zealand market for SMB
deployment.
For larger deployments, the higher
end models A2200 and A2600 support up
to 64 and 128 cameras respectively. These
are also highly scalable using the Promise
Vess R2000 series expansion chassis. The
units have three built-in redundant power
supplies, making them even more reliable.
In emergencies, Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch regions offer next
business day replacement for added peace
of mind.
Promise technologies’ high surveillance
compatibility list and redundancy features,
coupled with a strong focus in both
IT and surveillance make it the ideal
solution for surveillance wholesalers and
consultants alike.
For more information and to find a
tailored solution contact VST NZ Ltd…
Providing local knowledge and support
since 1997 or visit www.vst.co.nz
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Getting training on track
Keith Newman asks, in part two of his in-depth look at security guard professionalism,
whether training is failing the industry or the industry is failing to train?

Changing government and
customer requirements of
the security industry and a
renewed focus on security
guard qualifications present a
unique opportunity for raising
the profile and professionalism
of a sector often perceived
as fragmented and light on
professional development. But
with few security companies
training beyond the basics,
inconsistencies in non-regulated
training, and high staff turnover,
the industry faces a tough road to
professionalisation.
In its October 2016 external review,
The Skills Organisation (Skills) saw
opportunities within the Security industry

Chris Lawton, C4 Group
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for upskilling its employees, while
noting the feedback that many Security
companies have difficulty rationalizing
added investment in a highly mobile
workforce.
While some Security companies
have expressed interest in creating
their own internal standards, Skills
emphasizes the importance of a “trained
sector” who achieve at least Level 3
NZQA qualifications as the key to
having effective and safe workforce.
This ensures members of the industry
are trained to a consistent, nationally
recognised standard.
New Zealand Security Association
(NZSA) CEO Gary Morrison is
concerned there’s too much focus from
external and government parties on Level
6 achievement when the bulk of security
guards over the past three years haven’t
completed Level 2 and 3.
He concedes that the NZSA has
failed to take leadership by working with

Michael Moriarty,
First Security training manager

companies who won’t train or don’t treat
their staff well. “I take that on the chin…
as CEO I have made that my highest
priority.”
The NZSA and other stakeholders are
involved in the NZQA’s Tertiary Review
of Qualifications (TROQ) looking at the
relevance of qualifications and training
in the security industry. That review has
been a long time coming and it could still
be a year or two before industry movers
and shakers agree on refreshed, cohesive,
standards-based content and delivery.
Progress was slowed by new health
and safety changes and the mandatory
Certificate of Approval (COA) licencing
for all security guards and officers, which
came into effect from October 2013.
The COA is a foot in the door toward
National Certificate in Security Level 2
but 95 percent of security guards never
take the next step.
A major deterrent is the cost of
training, the time it takes, the employer’s

Jill Ovens , union organiser for the E tū union
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SECURITY INDUSTRY

AWARDS 2017

RECOGNISING AND CELEBRATING EXCELLENCE AND OUTSTANDING SERVICE

PERFORMANCE IN THE NEW ZEALAND SECURITY INDUSTRY
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Mark Mitchell - Associate
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Minister of Justice
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• Media personality,
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$165 per person or $1,500 for a
table of 10 (GST included in prices)

For more information and to book your attendance:
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need to pay another person while trainees
are in the classroom, and the likelihood
that the upskilling won’t be reflected in the
guard’s pay packet.
Literacy barriers
Some of the challenges begin well before
a COA can be obtained. Skills says many
employees struggle with basic literacy and
numeracy, including English as a second
language. To overcome these challenges,
Skills offers support in these areas in the
form of one-on-one mentoring, among
others.
C4 Group’s Chris Lawton says the
strong immigrant workforce in Auckland
adds to training complexity. “Most licences
recently have been issued to Indians who
use the industry for transitional parttime work and often need extra classes
in literacy to get through the mandatory
requirements,” he observed.
The E tu union, which represents the
security sector, continues to push for a
collective agreement to improve wages
and include free Level 2 training in the
first year of employment. Most companies
have been reluctant to engage.
“We’ve already told Skills at the last
two rounds that we would work with them
to try and get more funding to help with
training… so those who sign up can get a
qualification at no cost to the employers,”
said union organiser Jill Ovens.
Most agreements have failed because
the clause “wherever practicable” has
been used as an opt out. “Compliance is
a major issue,” she says. “We put a high
value on training in terms of the guard’s
professionalism, personal safety and
recognition of skills needed to do this
job.”
Basic training not enough
Despite an increasing number of
workplace assaults on security guards
over the past two years, guards are
expected to be available on-demand in all
conditions and generally with minimum
training.
Critics have slammed basic training as
not practical or thorough enough for these
challenges, with Chris Lawton claiming the
COA is wrongly perceived by many as all
that’s needed for a security guard career.
Lawton says the COA is insufficient,
covering only basic security law and
conflict resolution, and should be viewed
as a minimum. “The mandatory level in
Australia is most of our Level 2.”
He suggests it should be expanded
and made more specific for those working
in high-risk environments like hospitals,
airports, ports, border control and the bar
12
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industry. “A higher level of training for
control and restraint and how to remove
people would be helpful.”
First Security training manager Michael
Moriarty agrees the current Level 2 and 3
model “isn’t cutting it”, which is why there
have been such poor outcomes. Having to
spend 10-hours study to achieve each one
of the 51 credits “for basic qualifications”
is “bollocks” and too much for many
security guards, he said.
“There’s a lot of words in it … it’s
generic with ticked boxes for competency
but doesn’t extend or challenge learners to
develop as people.”
Moriarty is also concerned by
Skills delivery of an electronic learning
environment with multi-question
presentations. “I’ve seen grown men
cry because of the computer literacy
challenges. The way the programmes have
been written aren’t always clear and a lot
of people have struggled.”
Training wreck
While the industry is becoming more
specialised Moriarty says “there are some
deep cracks” appearing in the way skills
are taught which often compromise
the integrity and credibility of training.
Security training companies train to
different standards, offer a variety of
course material and have different
requirements for who can be a tutor.
He’s raised his concerns with Skills,
NZSA, the TROQ and others., but says that
a lot of people “know things aren’t right in
the industry but most won’t talk about it.”
Moriarty believes the industry has
stagnated and the ground has become
muddied because there are “so many interest
and self-interest groups involved” in training.
He traces this back – in part – to the
1990s and early 2000s when training was
“in vogue” because the government was
throwing money at it.
“A lot of people jumped on the gravy
train and it took attention away from
training those already in the industry to an
introduction for those coming into it for
the first time.”
He says it was a lost opportunity when
the new wave of providers followed the
money to provide unit standards without
thinking about where the industry was at.
“Once the juice had been squeezed out of
the fruit it dried up”.
Fresh approach needed
Morrison has been lobbying through the
TROQ for a complete review and rewrite
of “six-year-old” training content and
unit standards up to Level 6 so they are
“appropriate and fit for use”. Morrison

says a big part of the problem is that
security training is mostly classroom based
and generally the value is not appreciated
by the company or their clients.
What’s needed is a fresh, positive
conversation around how training is
managed and delivered with a vision for
the future, says Moriarty, a long-time
advocate for a standardised industry-wide
training.
While his views have often been at
odds with others, he’s hopeful the TROQ
process will get things back on-track
and highlight the need for upskilling and
promoting an industry career path.
Moriarty helped First Security gain an
edge with his in-house training programme,
security workbook, demonstrations
and written assessments,produced in
collaboration with the NZSA. The
assessment has been moderated and
approved both by Skills as well as the
NZQA to meet the requirements of
the current National Certificate Level 2
package.
While NZSA and others are reevaluating training skills, content and
networks, others are looking to enter the
fray once the TROQ and industry have
agreed on the way forward.
E tu is considering its own training
enterprise in conjunction with others. “We
would use a mentoring system which we
think is one of the most effective ways; to
have peers encourage others on the job.”
Groups could gather monthly to help
each other record experiences and provide
evidence of what they’ve achieved,
something the union has achieved for the
cleaning industry.
Another group wanting greater industry
cohesion is the fledgling NZ Security
Training Association (NZSTA), chaired by
Kathy Wright, co-director of C4 Group. It
comprises a group of security professionals
gearing up for a post-TROQ environment
to provide a more holistic industry
overview to fill the training gaps around the
new national standards.
“We’ve worked together on the TROQ
and ultimately our views are likely to be
the same… We’re waiting for NZQA
approval on what’s been put forward and
then the training materials need to be
developed and approved,” says Morrison.
Most stakeholders are hopeful more
relevant NZQA training and content and
the way it’s presented and funded will be
more attractive to candidates, employers
and clients.
Asked if we’re now travelling down
the road to a better trained security
industry, Moriarty’s answer was “a
hesitant maybe”.
April / May 2017
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LET THERMAL TECHNOLOGY
ALERT YOU!
Hikvision thermal cameras capture sharp images in the distance
Hikvision Thermal Cameras provide superior long-range Smart behavior analyses including linecrossing detection and intrusion detection in open and expansive areas, delivering vivid images at
resolutions of up to 640 x 512 pixels. These powerful features make it the perfect solution for 24/7
perimeter protection, unhindered by any weather or light condition. Its temperature-anomaly and fire
detection effectively prevent emergencies in critical infrastructure and many other applications.
Hikvision thermal products come with various styles for different application needs, including bullet,
PTZ dome, handheld models and positioning system, dual-lens model with thermal and optical
imaging in one unit is available as well.
www.hikvision.com

P: 09 580 1576 • E: sales@nfs.co.nz • W: www.nfs.co.nz
A: Unit 1 / 44 Greenpark Rd, Penrose, Auckland
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On-the-job training
More hands-on skills rather than
classroom theory are needed
to equip security guards for
fieldwork, say industry advocates
pushing for changes in training
and qualifications.
NZ Security Association (NZSA) CEO
Gary Morrison says training should focus
on outcomes and what a competent person
should be able to do and demonstrate.
“The key thing is to move away from
the traditional classroom-based model

Fred Stevenson, founder of HSM Group
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to see how much on-job training we can
do and how to make that productively
effective.”
He says The Skills Organisation (Skills)
and NZQA support that “this is probably
the most sensible way to … get positive
outcomes.”
In its October 2016 review Skills
presented evidence that on-job assessment
had improved Maori and Pacific
achievement rates by 10%.
Trainees, each representing 16% of
those enrolled in 2015, achieved at just
over 50%, or 10% higher than the overall
average.
NZSA is also working with several
large employers to understand what a
robust hands-on training and assessment
model would look like.
Hands-on workshops
First Security’s Michael Moriarty believes
hands-on workshops are the only credible
way to handle a range of issues including
conflict resolution.
“You can talk about the law in terms
of what assault or force is, what you can
do to defend yourself in terms of Section
48 of the Crimes Act and the cycle of
conflict and what escalates that.”
HSM Group based in Hastings, with
12 full time guards and 25 plus part timers,
prides itself on hands-on training of new
recruits, paying above the usual rates and
upskilling its staff.
Founder and director Fred Stevenson,
says a training officer puts all new guards

through an in-house conflict resolution
course making sure they’re aware of
what they’re likely to face ahead of each
deployment.
“Part of our training is informing
guards that we don’t pay them enough to
stand there if things get violent, but we
pay enough to run if they need to,” he
quips.
HSM Group mainly attends weddings,
functions or small events requiring
seven to ten guards, with a team leader
walking them through the site operating
procedures (SOP).
Personnel need to be familiar with
the environment and the risks whether
they’re new to the game or have been
with the company for years, says
Stevenson.
New players initially go into the field
with someone experienced, and a team
leader checks in to see how they’re coping.
“People who perform well get paid
well and end up with some of the more
exciting roles.”
Stevenson’s fully supportive of
the NZSA’s efforts to make National
Certificate courses more relevant to the
security industry, particularly through infield grading.
Currently, he says, guards are penalised
because “their paperwork might not be the
flashest”.
He points to farm cadets who get
credits for their skill and ability on the job,
something that would work well for a lot
of security guards.”
April / May 2017

Welcoming back a familiar face
New Zealand’s Security sector has
enjoyed solid growth in recent
years, with training continuing to
be a priority. Skills has revamped its
team to keep up with the industry’s
growing needs – and we’re
welcoming back a face many will
be familiar with.
In March 2017, Erica Quayle took
over as Skills’ Industry Manager for
the Security sector. Erica’s first stint at
Skills was back in 2002 to 2007, when
we were still called ETITO. In her roles
as Account Manager and then Regional
Manager, she looked after security as part
of her portfolio.
She left ETITO for a spell to return
home to the UK, and returned to New
Zealand to work elsewhere in the industry
training sector. Her passion for well-

supported and well-implemented industry
training saw her engage effectively with
learners, companies, and the community.
Fortunately for Skills, she returned to
us last year and says she’s “very excited” to
be back in the Security industry.

“While I worked with many different
industry sectors after leaving ETITO,
Security was one that I always kept close
to my heart. I was thrilled when I found
out I had the opportunity to step back
into the industry,” she says.
“I’m looking forward to getting
involved again. I’m particularly keen to see
how training in the industry has evolved
over the last 10 years, and to be able to
support its continuing development.”
Fresh in her new role, Erica is looking
forward to re-connecting with old contacts
and meeting new faces. If you’d like to get
in touch with her, please send her an email
at ericaq@skills.org.nz and she will be
more than happy to chat.

More
than just
manpower
Security involves more than just being on
the frontline. Talk to us today about getting
your staff qualified with a Certificate in
Contact Centre.
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Professionalising private security:
mandatory training in
New Zealand’s ‘manned’
security sector
Dr Trevor Bradley of Victoria University of Wellington’s Institute of Criminology
breaks PSPLA data on security licensing down, arguing that it will be some time
before we see any clear evidence that mandatory training has led to a more
professionalised industry.
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When enacted in April 2011, the
Private Security Personnel and
Private Investigators Act (2010)
finally ‘modernised’ an obsolete
regulatory framework first
introduced over three and a half
decades earlier. Having broadened
the scope of regulation and raised,
albeit modestly, the barriers to
entry, the Act helped narrow
the wide gap that continues to
separate New Zealand’s regulatory
regime from more comprehensive
models overseas.
According to the then Associate
Minister for Justice Nathan Guy, the Act
aimed to achieve ‘high industry standards’,
reduce ‘the significant risk of harm’ and,
in turn, ‘enhance’ the industry’s reputation.
The NZSA offered a more measured
endorsement when it described the new
legislation as “an important step in raising
professionalism and driving out poor
quality operations.”
In pursuit of its objectives the act
introduced a raft of changes. Regulation
was expanded to include previously
unregulated sectors, and the duration
of licenses and certificates of approval
(CoAs) was extended from one to five
years.
A new licensing authority, the Private
Security Licensing Authority (PSPLA),
and ‘dedicated’ enforcement agency, the

Complaints, Investigation and Prosecution
Unit (CIPU), were also established,
although the latter was soon absorbed
into the Department of Internal Affairs’
Regulatory Services Team. Disqualifying
offences were updated and penalties for
unlicensed operators were significantly
increased.
Arguably the most significant
change, however, and one deemed most
likely to positively impact on industry
‘professionalism’, was the imposition of
mandatory training. Introduced in October
2013 – over two years after the Act came
into effect – mandatory training targets
those ‘public facing’ personnel thought
most likely to be involved in physical
confrontations and who thus present
the greatest risk of both inflicting and
sustaining physical injury.
Making the announcement in
October 2013, Associate Minister of
Justice Chester Burrows claimed that
compulsory training would “ensure that
security personnel have the skills…to
work safely and effectively”, and that it
would give the public confidence that “the
people employed to protect them would
henceforth be suitably qualified.”
More than any other feature of the
Act, mandatory training was seen as key to
improved industry standards and reduced
consumer and practitioner risk.
Over three years have now passed
since the mandatory training regime
was rolled out. With the first tranche of
individual license and CoA renewals now
complete, consideration of whether –

or the extent to which – property and
personal guards and crowd controllers
have in fact become ‘suitably qualified’ is
particularly timely.
Through an analysis of 2016 licensing
and training data supplied by the PSPLA,
this article provides a tentative empirical
answer to this question.
There is, of course, a pressing need to
evaluate the impact of mandatory training
‘on the ground’ and whether it has led
to actual improvements in practice. The
focus of this brief article is, however,
necessarily more limited and confined
to an examination of compliance rates
among those classes of activity legally
obliged to complete training.
Notwithstanding the important debate
regarding the adequacy of the training
regime itself, analysis of the PSPLA data
lays bare the proportion of those that
have and have not acquired the skills to
work – in theory at least – ‘safely and
effectively’.
The article first presents an overview
of all ‘active’ licenses and CoAs broken
down into their eight different classes,
and the proportion of the total that each
class represents. Presenting the overall
distribution of licenses/CoAs is itself
illuminating but also serves a broader
purpose. It shows that, in combination,
those compelled to complete training
make up the majority of all currently
‘active’ licenses and CoAs, and thus
highlights the potential contribution
that training can make to raised industry
standards overall.

Distribution of Licenses and CoA: An industry-wide view
Table 1: All ‘active’ Licenses/CoAs in circulation - December 2016

Company & Individual Licenses and CoAs - December 2016
CoAs

%

Coy License

%

Indiv. License

%

Total

% of Total

Property Guard

16,334

26%

415

12%

147

14%

16,896

25%

Crowd Controller

15,636

25%

361

11%

140

14%

16,137

24%

Personal Guard

12,814

21%

335

10%

122

12%

13,271

20%

Security Consultant

4,938

8%

798

24%

187

18%

5,923

9%

Security Technician

4,579

7%

817

24%

173

17%

5,569

8%

Doc. Destruct Agent

4,884

8%

200

6%

47

5%

5,131

8%

Private Investigator

2,283

4%

306

9%

141

14%

2,730

4%

949

2%

115

3%

59

6%

1,123

2%

62,417

100%

3,347

100%

1,016

100%

66,780

100%

Repossess. Agent
Totals

Note: This table contains the number of licenses and CoAs and not individuals. Individuals may hold more than one class of license or
CoA at any given time.
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Attention is then more specifically
focused on those that are obliged to
complete training: crowd controllers and
personal and property guards. It presents
the number currently certified to operate
within just one of these classes broken
down by the number that have and have
not completed training.
This is followed by an analysis of
those that hold two and then all three of
the specified classes, and the number that
have and have not completed training.
This comparison reveals that those in
possession of just one class of CoA are
far less likely to have completed training
than those in possession of two or more.
More importantly, regardless of
whether one considers single or multi class
operators, the data confirm that overall
participation in training since October
2013 has been poor.
As of December 2016, 24,294
individuals were holders of an ‘active’
individual license or CoA and approved to
operate in at least one of the eight classes
of activity. This is a significant reduction
on the number licensed/certified to
operate some fifteen months earlier
(32,809).
This difference is largely explained by
a combination of ‘expired’, ‘surrendered’
and ‘cancelled’ licenses/CoAs, and the
onset of the renewals process from April
2016, when the Licensing Authority began
rejecting non-compliant applicants.
Because an individual can be licensed
or certified in more than one class of
activity, the actual number of licenses
and CoAs in circulation is many times
higher than the number of individuals in
possession of them. As shown in Table 1
– and excluding company licenses – 63,433
‘active’ individual licenses and CoAs were
on issue as of December 2016 distributed
among 24,294 individual holders.
Although defined by the PSPLA
as ‘active’, it is important to note that
neither of these figures can be used as a
reliable measure of the number of people
currently working in the industry.
Under the previous legislation,
licenses/CoAs were issued for 12 months,
and one could estimate the number
actively involved in the industry by
comparing licenses/CoAs issued from
one year to the next. However, since April
2011 licences/CoAs have been issued for
a five year period. As such we can only
guestimate what proportion of the current
24,294 license/CoA holders are still
actively engaged and what proportion may
have ‘dropped out’.
Similarly, in combination there are
63,433 ‘active’ license/certificates in
18
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Table 2: Property Guard Only (CoA) as of December 2016
1 Class (CoA)
Property Guard

Total Issued

Completed training

Not Completed

No data

1,565

916

638

11

100%

58.5%

40.3%

0.7%

Table 3: Crowd Control Only (CoA) as of December 2016
1 Class (CoA)
Crowd Control

Total Issued

Completed training

Not Completed

No data

1,348

518

829

1

100%

38.4%

61.5%

0.1%

Table 4: Personal Guard Only (CoA) as of December 2016
1 Class (CoA)
Personal Guard

Total Issued

Completed training

Not Completed

No data

156

81

75

0

100%

52%

48%

0

circulation across the eight classes. But
because many license holders are approved
to operate across multiple classes of
activity, it is not possible to identify how
many of these ‘classes’ are actually utilised
in practice.
For example, at the time of writing,
1,224 individuals were licensed/certified to
operate in seven out of all eight available
classes. How many of these individuals
actually operate and deliver services within
each of these seven classes?
Table 1 presents the pattern of
distribution of all current license/CoAs
broken down into their respective classes.
Representing 25 percent of the total,
property guards make up the largest class
by volume, closely followed by crowd
controllers (24 percent) and then personal
guards (20 percent).
It is important to note that relatively
few individuals (156) hold only a personal
guard CoA. Typically, personal guard
CoAs are combined with other classes
and, as is shown below, very often include
both crowd controller and property guard
CoAs (6,392).
In combination, these three clearly
dominate in terms of their share of
the total number of licenses/CoAs
in circulation. By way of volume, for
example, property guards are almost
three times the size of the fourth largest
class, security consultants (9%), and over
three times the size of the fifth (security
technician, 8%) and sixth (document
destruction agent, 8%).
Clearly, the greater expertise of – and
higher barriers to entry required for –
security consultants, security technicians

and private investigators goes some
way in explaining their lower numbers.
Conversely, the higher numbers of
property guard (16,334), crowd controller
(15,636) and personal guard CoAs
(12,814) in circulation is – in part – a
reflection of the low barriers to entry
combined with a comparatively greater
demand for guarding/crowd control type
services.
‘Suitably qualified’? Guards and
compliance with training
Property guards, crowd controllers and
personal guards are the classes of activity
legally obliged to complete mandatory
training. In combination, they make up
almost 70 percent of all currently ‘active’
licenses/CoAs.
Given its ‘reach’, and leaving
aside questions surrounding the
training regime itself, one can begin
to appreciate the potential impact of
high quality, well-designed and welldelivered training. However, to make
any meaningful difference in practice, a
critical mass of trained personnel is first
required.
Given the length of time the training
regime has been in place, one might
have assumed this had already been
achieved. Furthermore, at the point of
its introduction (October 2013), existing
license/CoA holders were given one
year to meet requirements; a generous
allocation to complete a course lasting
just 18-24 hours and consisting of largely
‘generic’ material lacking differentiation
between the often divergent roles involved
in each of the three classes.
April / May 2017
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Table 5: Crowd Control & Property Guard (CoA) as of December 2016
2 Classes (CoA)
Total Issued
Completed training Not Completed
			
Training
Crowd Control &
Property Guard

No data

1851

1165

676

10

100%

63%

36.5%

0.5%

Readers of NZ Security include those
working directly and indirectly in the
domestic and commercial security
industry. From business owners and
managers right through to suppliers,
installers and front line staff.

Table 6: Property & Personal Guard & Crowd Control (CoA) as of December 2016

Among our readers are IT security
experts, surveillance professionals and
loss prevention staff.

Despite this, and notwithstanding
more recent improvements facilitated
by the onset of the renewals process,
compliance rates between October 2013
and December 2016 across all three
classes have been disappointing for an
industry actively seeking higher levels of
professionalism.
What follows (Tables 2-4) is a detailed
breakdown of training completion rates
among CoA holders in the three specified
classes. Those certified to operate in only
one of these classes are considered first
(Tables 2-4) followed by those certified to
operate in two (Table 5) and then all three
(Table 6).
As shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4, while
completion rates among those approved to
operate in just one of the three classes are
low overall, there is significant variation
between them.
With almost 59 percent having
completed the training, property guards
are the most compliant among those
certified to operate in just one class. A
slightly smaller proportion (52 percent)
of those approved to operate only as
personal guards are compliant, though it
is important to note the small numbers
involved. Of the three, then, crowd
controllers have the worst compliance rate
and just over 38 percent have completed
mandatory training.
It is for industry insiders to accurately
interpret this pattern, but it may to some
extent reflect a higher number of casual
employees in this sector, some of whom
may be disinclined to pay for training
to facilitate occasional work. Similarly,
others may never have intended to
complete training but are or were happy
instead to allow their CoAs to ‘expire’
when they became due for renewal.
It is interesting to note that the
PSPLA data show that moving from
a single to a multiple class CoA
is associated with higher rates of
compliance. As shown in Table 5, Of the

Our readers take their job seriously
and make an active choice to be kept
informed and up to date with the
industry.
For only $75.00 plus GST you can
ensure that you receive a 1 year
subscription (6 issues) by filling out
the form below and posting to:
New Zealand Security Magazine
27 West Cresent,
Te Puru, 3575
RD5, Thames, New Zealand
or email your contact and postal
details to: craig@defsecmedia.co.nz

Mr Mrs Ms________________________
Surname_________________________
Title_____________________________
Company________________________
Postal Address____________________
________________________________
________________________________
Telephone________________________
Email____________________________
Date_____________________________
Signed___________________________
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All 3 Classes (CoA)
Property/Personal
Guard & Crowd
Control

Total Issued

Completed training

Not Completed

No data

6,367

4,988

1,339

40

100%

78%

21.5%

0.5%

1,851 individuals approved to operate as
crowd controllers and property guards –
the most popular two class combination –
just over 36 percent have not completed
training. This compares to an average of
50 percent of those approved to operate
in a single class.
Those approved to operate in all
three classes present even higher rates
of compliance. Thus, of the 6,367
individuals issued with CoAs in all three
classes, 78 percent have completed
the training. While this figure offers
some encouragement, it is nonetheless
important to note that roughly one in
five (or 21 percent) have still not been
trained.
The PSPLA Response
The situation has not gone unnoticed.
In November 2015, over a year after the
training completion deadline had elapsed,
the Licensing Authority expressed concern
about the ‘high number of yellow card
holders still in the system’ and an apparent
‘lack of commitment to comply’.
In response, and to avoid ‘gutting’ the
industry, the Licensing Authority decided
not to cancel or withdraw non-compliant
CoAs at that time. Private Security
Personnel Licensing Authority Roger Gill
instead put the industry on notice that
at the point each CoA became due for
renewal the PSPLA would refuse to renew
non-compliant applications.
From April 2016 the PSPLA began
this process of rejection, and across all
three classes just 75 percent of the CoAs
that were first issued during 2011 were
approved for renewal.
Removing thousands of personnel from
the industry all at the same time would
indeed have had a seriously negative effect.
However, due to the staggered nature of
the renewal process – licenses/CoAs are
renewed on the five year anniversary of
the original date of issue - it means having
to wait another two years before we can
April / May 2017

High Speed Gate Automation
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The proven durability of these robust
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embassies as well as everyday
commercial sites around New Zealand.

These swing gates are part of the
Government House refurbishment

We design and manufacture all our automation products in Wellington.
We supply and service motors and automation throughout New Zealand.
For more information and trade enquires contact:

Simon on 0274 488 506 or visit www.highspeedgateautomation.com
be confident that all certified property and
personal guards and crowd controllers have
been trained to at least the basic standard
imposed by the current regime.
While time is beginning to run out
for those issued with CoAs throughout
2012, some of those certified during
2013 still have the best part of two years
to complete. For example, of the 638
individuals with only a property guard
CoA that have not completed training, 630
were issued in 2012 (387) or 2013 (243).
Crowd controllers present a similar
pattern. Of the 829 individuals with
only a crowd control CoA that have not
completed training, 826 were issued in
2012 (571) or 2013 (255). Among those
approved to operate in all three classes,
and only those three classes, the data show
that of the 1,339 individuals that are yet to
complete training 831 had COAs issued in
2012 and a further 484 in 2013.
Three and half years after mandatory
training was introduced, almost 1,500
individuals approved to operate only as
property guards or crowd controllers,
along with 1,315 of those approved to
operate in all three classes, are yet to
complete training. Thus, it will be 2018
– five years after training was introduced
and seven years after the governing
legislation was enacted – before all 2,771
April / May 2017

have complied by completing, at most, just
a few days of training.
The renewal process provided
the PSPLA with a convenient, if
compromised, mechanism to force
compliance. While many clearly benefited,
waiting five years before applying the
ultimate sanction has significantly delayed
any potential improvements in industry
practice and, in turn, reputation.
Those issued with Licenses/CoAs
before October 2013 were, in effect, given
a five year ‘free pass’. While the PSPLA’s
decision is an understandable one made in
difficult circumstances it contradicts the
Government’s claimed determination to
‘clean up’ the industry. It also represents a
missed opportunity.
Had the PSPLA followed the example
of other jurisdictions, and the Republic
of Ireland offers a useful example, and
exercised its authority immediately after
the October 2014 deadline had elapsed,
a critical mass of trained property and
personal guards and crowd controllers
could have been achieved some years ago.
The time since could then have been
used more productively to assess what, if
any, practical impact has been achieved
by the current training regime and what
aspects or components are in need of
revision and improvement. Instead, we now

have to wait a while longer before being
able to make any such assessment and think
about where to from here.

Dr Trevor Bradley is a senior lecturer
at Victoria University of Wellington’s
Institute of Criminology. He is undertaking
ground breaking research into consumer
motivations in the residential security
market, and invites companies in this
market to participate. Contact trevor.
bradley@vuw.ac.nz
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Lifting industry
standards
The NZSA launches the revised Codes of Practice and Audit
Accreditation process this month. In this article, Association CEO,
Gary Morrison, provides some background on why the process needed
fixing and how the new Audit process works.

The Mission and Vision
Statements for the NZSA focus
on professionalising the industry
and setting standards. A key
component in achieving this has
been the Audit Accreditation
process whereby NZSA members
have been audited against codes
of practice that represent industry
best practice.
Over recent years, the Audit
Accreditation process has unfortunately
lost some of its significance and relevance
within the industry and the market place,
however that is about to change with the
launch of revised Codes of Practice and
Accreditation Process this month.

NZSA CEO, Gary Morrison
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Over the last six months the NZSA has
rewritten the codes, updating its content
and simplifying the formatting to ensure a
more streamlined and efficient process. The
audit process has also been simplified but
without compromising the integrity of the
standards being audited against.
A key outcome of this is that the
Audit Accreditation for those who meet
the Code of Practice requirements is
valid for a five-year period (subject to
the completion and filing of an Annual
Declaration form), as against the existing
two or three-year terms.
The following provides an explanation
as to the process and costs associated
with undertaking the Audit Accreditation
process:
What is Membership Auditing?
Membership Auditing is simply a means
of ensuring that companies comply with
their relevant Codes of Practice and, if
they do not, a mentoring process is put in
place to enable them to comply.
The Codes of Practice have been
prepared by the NZSA utilising industry
experts, and they recognise and represent
existing standards and industry best practice.
Why should my business be Audited?
By being audited and achieving the
Accredited Member certification, you
are demonstrating that you operate to
the highest standards and in accordance
with best practice. Certification provides
independent evidence of your operational
standards.

Many tenders now specify Accredited
Member certification and/or PSR
certification as a pre-requirement for
acceptance to tender, and the NZSA Audit
process provides evidence of compliance
with these requirements.
Recognition of company accreditation
will be listed on the NZSA website
as well as other NZSA marketing and
promotional material. This provides
valuable promotional exposure for your
business.
What are the Codes of Practice
The Codes of Practice that members are
audited to are:
1. Security Business Operations
2. Health and Safety Capability
3. Protective Security Requirements
(PSR) Capability
4. Manpower Services (includes Crowd
Control, Site and Event Guards, Patrol
and Response Services)
5. Security Systems: Electronic and
Physical (includes Camera Surveillance
Systems, Electronic Access Control,
Intruder Alarm Systems, Physical
Security Systems and Security
Integrators)
6. Alarm Monitoring Centres
7. Cash In Transit and Processing
Services
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8. Document Management and
Destruction Services
The Health and Safety Capability

This is to certify that

ABC Guarding Ltd

Audit is not required where the
member holds existing certification, such
as ACC Accreditation.
Who can be audited
Only NZSA members can be audited.
For members who provide services not
directly covered by specific service Codes
of Practice, such as consultants and
suppliers, they can still be audited against
Security Business Operations, Health
and Safety Capability and PSR Capability
Codes of Practice.
How long is the Audit valid for?
Following successful completion of the
audit, the member is granted Accredited
Member certification for a term of fiveyears subject to the member submitting
an annual declaration stating there has
been no material change to the business
operations. Where material change has
occurred, such as change of ownership or
introduction of new services, a re-audit
may be required.
What if my business is already an
Accredited Member?
Where a member already holds current
Accredited Member certification, the term
of certification can be extended to 5years
from the date of the original audit, after
completion of an audit against the PSR
and Health and Safety Capability Codes of
Practice.
What is the cost of an Audit?
Current fees, excluding GST, are as
follows:
i) Standard Audit: $2,250. Includes:
Security Business Operations,
Health and Safety Capability, PSR
Capability, One service specific Code
of Practice (i.e. Manpower Services,
Security Systems, Alarm Monitoring,
Cash in Transit or Document
Management)
ii) Multi-Service Audits: $2,250 plus $750
per additional Code of Practice
iii) PSR Capability and Health and Safety
Capability only: $750 (note: applies to
Existing Accredited Members only)
iv) Security Business Operations, Health
and Safety Capability and PSR
Capability: $1,000 (note: applies to
members providing Consulting or
Supplier services)
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located at
132 Hurstmere Road, Takapuna
Auckland

AUDIT
CERTIFICATE
OF
COMPLIANCE

has been audited by the New Zealand Security Association Inc
and complies with the
Association’s Codes of Practice for
Patrol & Response Services
Security Guard Services
Health & Safety Capabilities
Protective Security Requirements—Core Capabilities
For the period of 20th March 2017 — 19th March 2020

Certificate Number : 0000
Dated: 20th March 2017
Chief Executive Officer

The fees are inclusive of all planning,
time on site, report writing, and any
necessary travel and accommodation costs.
What is the Audit Process and how
long does it take?
Before being audited, the member will be
forwarded the relevant Codes of Practice,
including the Auditor notes detailing what
evidence will be required to demonstrate
compliance. This enables the member to
conduct a pre-audit that should identify
any areas of weakness and to prepare
the required evidence that will assist the
Auditor in his/her duties.
Once the member is confident that
they have prepared as thoroughly as
possible, the site visit will be scheduled.
It is important that adequate preparation
is undertaken to ensure the Auditor has
the required information and access to
key staff within the business, including
operational staff where visits to guard or
customer sites are required.
The Auditor will require approximately
one day on site to complete the Security
Business Operations, Health and Safety
Capability and PSR Capability audits. One
further day on site will be required for each
additional Code of Practice that needs to
be audited. This is based on the assumption
that the appropriate documentation has
been prepared beforehand.
The Auditor
Auditors are appointed by the NZSA, and
are people that have skills and knowledge
within the field of the audit. They are
appointed for a period of twelve months
and sign a formal contract that includes
confidentiality and an undertaking to
acknowledge any conflict of interest.
Should a conflict of interest arise, another
Auditor will be arranged.

What if the Audit identifies problem
areas?
The audit process is not designed as a
Pass/Fail but as a means to raise standards
across the industry and to provide
evidence of those who are operating at the
highest standards.
Where the Auditor identifies areas
of non-compliance with the Code of
Practice, these will in the first instance
be discussed verbally with the business
owner/manager to ensure that the issue
has been clearly understood and that the
issue is indeed valid.
The Audit Report will then be
prepared and provided to the business
owner/manager noting that the business is
“not yet compliant” and providing actions
that need to be undertaken to remedy the
area of non-compliance.
Where appropriate, the NZSA or
the Auditor will provide any required
assistance and mentoring to enable
a “fully compliant” assessment to be
achieved.
Auditors Report
The final report is held at the NZSA office
and a copy provided to the member.
Where the Audit Report confirms
compliance against the Codes of Practice,
a Certificate of Compliance is prepared
and forwarded to the member. On
receiving the certificate the member is
known as an Accredited Member of
NZSA.
Audit compliance is valid for five-years
subject to filing an Annual Declaration
confirming that there has been no material
change to the business ownership or
operations. Where material change has
occurred, the NZSA will discuss with the
member to determine if there is a need for
another audit.
nzSecurity
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CASE STUDY

VERTICAL SOLUTION
SAFE CITIES

Panoramic surveillance
captures fine detail in crime lab
As valuable evidence is collected and catalogued by police in Greenwood Village, Colorado,
video surveillance ensures safety and accountability in the police department’s crime lab.
INTRODUCTION
A general upgrade to the Greenwood
Village Police Department’s crime lab
provided the opportunity to complete
a surveillance system overhaul as well.
Most “civilians” might not suspect that
a police department building would
require added surveillance. Considering,
however, the amount of forensic evidence
stored inside this particular facility, as
well as the kinds of evidence – firearms,
narcotics, recovered cash, etc. – it’s easy
to understand the critical need to establish
security on the premises.

intelligence of the CCTV system.
Previously, security video had never been
recorded at the facility. Furthermore, none
of the exterior areas had been monitored,
so outdoor cameras would be a much
needed addition.
“We had a system before but it was
very archaic and outdated. There was no
dimension to it; no recording capability
except for live viewing by the dispatch
center. It couldn’t detect motion and was
in limited areas, where crime lab property
and evidence is housed,” remarked
Commander Joe Gutsgell, division

goals for the installation involved
integrating Video Content Analysis (VCA)
into the critical areas of the crime lab and
building the accountability they needed,
while creating new security capabilities as
well.
SOLUTION: Deterring Crime at the
Crime Lab
Safe Systems selected Hikvision’s 6 MP
fisheye camera (DS-2CD6362-IV) for
broad yet precise coverage of the evidence
room. The fisheye is designed to capture
images from every corner of a particular

“We’re taking advantage of the 360° fisheye to look at three doors simultaneously:
the exterior door, an interior door to another part of the office, and the evidence room,”
explained Mark Overland, senior safety and life security consultant of Safe Systems Inc.

Protecting evidence from external
threats is the primary goal. On the flipside
of that, general employee accountability,
monitoring departmental procedure, and
thorough record- keeping generated a
need for a total surveillance update. And
compared to the original CCTV system
in the crime lab, which offered only live
viewing, it was a radical update indeed.
REQUIREMENT: Expanded Coverage
with Added Intelligence
The crime lab needed to expand their
surveillance reach over the facility, as well
as add some new, more sophisticated
equipment to increase the use and
24
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commander of the Greenwood Village
Police Department’s Investigations Unit.
“We wanted to move away from this onedimensional system to one that allows
viewing of the building exterior as well
as inside our vehicle processing bay and
evidence room.”
Safe Systems Inc. in Louisville,
Colorado, provided their technical
expertise when recommending upgrades
for and installing the crime lab’s video
surveillance system. They chose Hikvision
products for this application, based on
their experience of reliable performance,
excellent customer support, and a costeffective product line-up. The primary

Photo courtesy of Greenwood Village PD Crime Lab
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Photo courtesy of Greenwood Village PD Crime Lab
location and eliminate blind spots. Highresolution images up to 3072×2048 at 30
frames per second allow the Greenwood
Village police a comprehensive view in
real time. Infrared up to 50 feet allows
for visibility in low- or even zero-light
conditions.
The most notable features of the
fisheye camera are its viewing modes –
360° or 180° panoramic views – perfect
when comprehensive coverage is needed.
Next are its dewarped views. This feature
re-orients the rounded fisheye-lens
perspective, making video appear much
more lifelike. Finally, a smooth “ePTZ”
function lets lab workers easily pan,
tilt, or zoom on any door, confiscated
property, or personnel in the corridor. The
“e” in ePTZ stands for “electronic” – the
image captured by the camera appears to
pan, tilt, and zoom, but the camera doesn’t
actually move. The movement happens
“electronically,” or digitally, at the client.
The fisheye camera is a helpful, costeffective solution for small, indoor spaces
like this one. One camera takes on the
job of what required three or more fixed
cameras in the past.
In the room where highly sensitive
property confiscated by police is stored,
such as guns, illegal drugs, and cash,
Hikvision’s 1.3 MP mini dome camera
(DS-2CD2512F-IS-2.8MM) stands
guard. A second mini dome camera is
also being used in the vehicle processing
room, where Cdr. Gutsgell’s team
collects evidence from vehicles involved
in investigations – evidence like finger
prints, blood and other bodily fluids, hair,
clothing fibers, narcotics, cash, beverage
containers, weapons, bullet holes, accident
damage, tire treads, and more, anything
they can use to track down and prosecute
criminals. Recorded video of this room
also provides forensic accountability for
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the department’s procedural integrity – a
critical ingredient to this installation.
The two 3-megapixel cameras
(DS-2CD2132-I- 4MM) installed at the
northwest and northeast exterior corners
are vandal-proof with IK10 protection,
and an IP66 rating to boot. These
cameras capture personnel and vehicles
entering and leaving the lab at any hour,
day or night. They provide over 100 feet
of IR range and are equipped to operate
at temperatures well below zero for
any surprisingly chilly Colorado winter.
Digital WDR prevents images from
blurring or becoming otherwise obscured
in harsh sunlight or high-contrast
conditions.
The new system also incorporates
Hikvision’s professional series 16-channel
NVR (DS-9616NI- ST), a highperformance recorder, featuring RAID
functionality and support, along with
eight SATA interfaces and up to 48 TB of
storage.
“The entire system is very efficient,”
stated Mr. Overland. “You don’t have to
wade through hours and hours of video to
see something – that also saves hard drive
space.”
Even with the ample space available
in this NVR, Video Content Analysis
features such as motion detection
maximize storage efficiency, reducing
saved data when it isn’t needed.
RESULTS: High Image Quality and Ease
of Use
Since the completion of the installation,
Greenwood’s men and women in blue
have been enjoying a host of benefits with
their new surveillance system.
Commander Gutsgell remarked, “It’s
been a great system in terms of quality
and being able to pull things up. If I’m
trying to reach one of my criminalists, I

can just pull up the system and see, oh,
they’re in-taking property into evidence.”
“From what we’re used to, the
difference in image quality is night and
day. Before it was analog and low quality,
we had issues with the feed coming
through to dispatch. From my perspective,
it’s an outstanding system in terms of
quality and clarity.” The Commander went
on to say, “I can sit at my desk, which is
in a different building from the crime lab,
and look up anything that I need.”
Effective surveillance of the premises
is complemented by the flexibility it
provides for accessing video off-site.
CONCLUSION
The Greenwood Village Police
Department’s crime lab is making good
use of a fluid, comprehensive, state-ofthe-art surveillance system, with features
that will serve them well for many years
down the road. The powerful NVR offers
the option to add cameras to the system
if they are needed in the future, and the
smart features are just a few clicks away.
Commander Gutsgell was happy to report
that the new system got the lab – in his
own words – “out of the dark ages” in the
surveillance area.
Hikvision works to bolster the natural
relationship between the security industry
and law enforcement officials. The crime
lab Greenwood Village is one example
of how Hikvision products and solutions
help make these officials’ jobs easier and
more efficient, allowing them to maximize
their resources and better protect their
communities.
For more information about Hikvision
and the great range of fire & security
products at NFS contact us:
Phone: 09 580 1576
Email: sales@nfs.co.nz
Website: www.nfs.co.nz
nzSecurity
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Monitoring centre alternate
power sources:
An auditor’s perspective
In this second installment of his monitoring centre standard series, security
consultant Lincoln Potter talks us through the requirements of Standard AS
2201.2-2004 relating to alternate power sources, offering his take on areas of
confusion.

The Grading Convention at
section 1.8 of Standard AS 2201.22004 explains that building
services, accommodation and
construction are graded on a
scale from ‘A’ to ‘C’ (‘A’ being most
resistant to attack). Equipment
and staff are graded on a scale
from ‘1’ to ‘3’ (‘1’ having the
highest performance).
It is in section 4 of the Standard – and
in particular subsection 4.1.5 – Alternate
power sources (Grades 1 and 2) – where the
requirements relating to alternate power
sources are found. As its title clearly
suggests, 4.1.5 relates to Grades 1 and 2.
Following 4.1.5, clauses 4.1.5.1 –
General Requirements and 4.1.5.2 – Fuel, do
not specify a grade designation. As such,
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it could be interpreted that these clauses
are subject to the Grading Convention
section 1.8, which states “Some clause
titles indicate the grading level to which
that clause applies. If no such grading
appears in the title, then the clause
applies to all grades”.
The placement of grading levels
in some clause titles and not others
is confusing, and leaves grading
level applicability open to differing
interpretations.
Clause 4.1.5.1 – General Requirements
states that the alternate power source must
be capable of maintaining full load for
a minimum of 36 hours. As a minimum,
it is permitted to have manual online
controls capable of supplying power to
the standby power source within 120
seconds of failure; and importantly
be able to supply power to the air
conditioning and ventilation system
within five minutes.

Clause 4.1.5.2 – Fuel states that
the fuel capacity must be sufficient to
maintain full load for a minimum of 12
continuous hours. Together with 4.1.5.1,
this gives us two minimum alternate
power requirements:
1. General: Maintaining full load for a
minimum of 36 continuous hours,
and
2. Fuel: Fuel capacity to maintain full
load for a minimum of 12 continuous
hours
Surely the fuel capacity should be
consistent with the general requirement of
36 hours? That it isn’t just makes no sense.
In my reading, the equipment must
be capable of 36 hours continuous
(without breaking down) service and
have enough fuel for 12 hours of
operation as a minimum before requiring
refueling. But again, the standard has
provided us with mixed messages, this
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fired up protection
LOKTRONIC’s expansive product range has just become even
wider with these first class EGRESS and FIRE PROTECTION DEVICES
and PROTECTIVE COVERS.

NEW

STI-1130 Ref. 720-102

STI-WRP2-RED-11 IP67
Ref. 720-062R

Surface mount with horn and spacer
255mm H x 179mm W x 135mm D

Also available in White.

STI-RP-WS-11/CN
Ref. 720-052W
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

STI-13000-NC Ref. 720-090
Flush mount, no horn
206mm H x 137mm W x 69mm D

STI-RP-GF-11/CN
Ref. 720-051G
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

NEW

STI-RP-RS-02/CI

STI-13B10-NW Ref. 720-092
Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

Ref. 720-058
Cover included.
Flush Mount Available.
•
•

STI-1100 Ref. 720-054

•

Flush mount with horn
255mm H x 179mm W x 86mm D

•

•
•
•
•
•

STI-6518 Ref. 720-060
Flush mount, no horn
165mm H x 105mm W x 49mm D

STI-13210-NG Ref. 720-094
Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

All STI ‘Stoppers’ are made of tough, UV stabilised
polycarbonate. Many can be supplied with or without
a 105 dB horn. Other models and sizes available
including weather resistant options.

Approved to EN54-11
Current Rating: 3 Amps @ 12-24V DC, 3 Amps @ 125-250V AC
Material: Polycarbonate
Comes with Clear Cover
2 x SPDT switches
Positive activation that mimics the feel of breaking glass.
Visible warning flag confirms activation.
Simple polycarbonate key to reset operating element - no broken glass.
Dimensions: 87mm Length x 87mm Width x 23mm
Depth (Flush Mount) & 58mm Depth (Surface Mount)

STI-6255 Ref. 720-042

Mini Theft Stopper discourages inappropriate
use of equipment. Sounds a powerful 105
dB warning horn when activated. Tough, ABS
construction. Reed switch activation for cabinets
and display cases or unique clip activation for
freestanding equipment. Does not interfere
with use of protected fire fighting equipment.
Compact design 85mm H x 85mm W x 25mm D.

STI-6720 Ref. 720-047

Break Glass Stopper. Keys under plexiglas.
Protects emergency keys from inappropriate use.
Keys remain visible. Fast, easy installation. Simple,
inexpensive plexiglas. 3 year guarantee against
breakage of the ABS housing within normal use.

NEW

Battery Tester Ref. 730-101

Fire Brigade Alarm: (Closed/Open) Ref. 730-202

Anti-Interference Device

ViTECH, strong, lightweight aluminum case, 5, 15
and 30 amp battery tester for fire and alarm use.
Weight: 500gms, Size: 165mm x 90 x 70mm.

ViTECH branded Type X and Type Y (illustrated) models with
temperature compensated pressure transducers with digital display
showing pressures for defect, fire and pump start.

Ref. 730-400 series
ViTECH AID for sprinkler valve
monitoring; fits all ball valve sizes.

21451

ViTECH products are designed and produced in New Zealand.

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz

time in relation to capability versus
capacity. More importantly though is the
fact that 12 hours is nothing in a griddown situation.
The location of the alternate power
source for a Grade 1 may be within the
building accommodating the monitoring
centre or on the site but external to the
building accommodating the monitoring
centre. With regard to the latter, the build
requirements for a dedicated housing are
the same as a Grade C shell build.
For Grades 2 and 3, the Standard
states that the alternate power source
must be “enclosed in a suitable structure
to provide a means of determining
whether tampering has occurred.” Suitable
to whom? – the auditor or the centre
management? Again, the Standard is wide
open to interpretation.
Lastly, enclosures must be alarmed
and cables between building or enclosures
must be enclosed in steel conduit or nonaccessible steel ducts to prevent damage.

1. Primary power source: Mains power
2. Stand-by power source: Battery backup
3. Alternate power source: Generator

Power Sources
Although this article focuses on the
Alternate Power Source, it is import to
note that the Standard identifies three
power source types:

The requirements for the stand-by
power source (battery back-up) are listed in
section 4.1.4, and cover all the basics from
clocks and communications equipment to
CCTV and electric locking system. It does
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Monitoring centres
are faced with
considerable cost
when investing in
alternate power
sources – purchasing
and installing an asset
that over time will only
depreciate in value.

not include ventilation (aircon), but does
include lighting, requiring that a monitoring
centre’s lighting “maintain operations
capable of supplying a no-break power
service for a minimum of one hour.”
This naturally raises questions in relation
to how the batteries are going to cope with
keeping all the lights on for an hour as well
as running all the other equipment.
The answer to this would appear to
lie in the wording “maintain operations”,
which I interpret as meaning sufficient
lighting to maintain operations (emergency
lighting). The lack of further definition
suggests that it is at the discretion of
centre management to determine how
much lighting is required to maintain
operations for one hour.
The general requirements state that
the alternate power source (generator)
must be online and supplying power to
the stand-by power source (batteries) and
the connected load (all the equipment
stated in section 4.1.4) within 120 seconds
of the failure of the primary power
source (mains power). Additionally, it
must be able to supply power to the air
conditioning system within five minutes.
So, the generator should be online
within two minutes of mains failure,
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Easy to install, wireless solution for access control
ideal for interior office doors, common area doors
and sensitive storage spaces

NDE Series
Wireless lock
with ENGAGE™
technology

Uses ENGAGE™ technology - allows users to
manage lock configuration settings via web or
mobile apps
Activation
Re-programme at the lock using mobile phone
(Apple iOS or Android), iPad, iTouch
Update remotely when lock is connected via Wi-Fi

For more information,
contact Allegion on
0800 477 869
or visit allegion.co.nz
NZ Security Engage Ad.indd 1

giving the centre one hour of battery
power to maintain operations should
the generator fail to start for any reason.
But the likelihood of having to run off
batteries for an hour should be low if
the systems are in place and maintenance
schedules (generator tests) are adhered to.
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Supplying alternate power to
monitoring centres ‘at height’
Having determined the electrical/current
load requirements of a centre, management
will then purchase a generator, which may
be anything from 20Kva to, say, 250Kva
(remember fuel capacity requirements).
The problem now is where to put the
thing and how to get the cables to a centre
that may be on the 7th floor. This is an
expensive and complex problem, further
complicated by tenancy arrangements with
the landlord in the case of leased space.
Normally, installations are to be found
in ground-level parking areas, taking up to
two carparks, which is an additional cost.
Cabling and installation is labour intensive,
as your building main cable risers, which
are more often than not full and have
data cabling present, usually can’t be used.
Alternate cable routes have to be found,
and in accessible areas cables must be
enclosed in steel conduit or steel ducts to
prevent damage.
Further to this, enclosure security,
acoustics and exhaust all have to be
factored in, as well as getting fuel to the
generator. Can a mini tanker get to the
generator? Will there be obstructions, and
will there be power to the main gates?
If the generator has also been
placed at height (as close to the centre
as possible), can it be easily refueled?
If there is a building generator already
onsite, can the centre function off this
generator within the requirements of the
Standard (normally not without the cost
of reconfiguration).
I have been asked if the alternate
power source has to be capable of
running the elevator? The answer to this

22/09/2016 4:11:03 p.m.

is no. There is nothing in the Standard
that requires monitoring centres to supply
power to lift systems. The next question I
am normally asked is, why not!
The Standard was written over ten
years ago and it is my guess that it was
written for centre builds at ground level,
hence the absence of considerations
regarding shell builds at height (adversarial
pathways, attack resistance, probability and
likelihood of attack), as I discussed in my
previous article.
Monitoring centres are faced with
considerable cost when investing in
alternate power sources – purchasing and
installing an asset that over time will only
depreciate in value. It may seldom be used,
but it has to be there ready to go within
120 seconds of mains failure… that’s just
how it is.

Security consultant Lincoln Potter
PSP, NDiS, SCCC
nzSecurity
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Dahua Mobile Solution
In recent years, solid growth
of urban populations has
led to a surge of demand
on services, creating huge
pressures especially on public
transport, such as bus and taxi.
Public transportation services
are integral to the everyday
life of urban citizens, and
during periods of economic
downturn the pressures faced
by commuters soar. Phenomena
such as mid-night robberies, rude
drivers/customers, unfair taxi
fares and late arrivals are more
common than ever. According
to multiple social surveys,
commuting now has become a
major headache for most urban
citizens.
Therefore, finding an efficient and
reliable solution to control and manage
this situation is critical.
Dahua Mobile Solution
Dahua has created an advanced mobile
solution to enable drivers, customers,
and taxi and bus companies to deal with
safety threats and bad user experiences.
The solution will save time and energy, but
deliver more effective and efficient service.
The end-to-end solution uses reliable
video recorder, integrated platform and
intelligent technologies to ensure buses
and taxis are well guarded and efficiently
run.
Dahua Mobile Solution consists of
front-end camera, recorder, and server in
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System structure

control centre, with three series launched
to meet different needs -- IP, HDCVI and
Analog. The recorders come in wedge
dome, mini eyeball, mini dome and other
guises, and, with a maximum resolution
of 5MP, supports IR and IP67. Aside
from recording and local storage, the
recorder is capable of exchanging data
with the platform through 3G/4G/WIFI,
including real-time sending of video, GPS,
alerts, and so on.
We offer various accessories to support
different applications. A hand microphone
supports two-way communication, a panic
button deals with emergencies, a fuel level
sensor collects fuel consumption readings,
and a swipe card reader allows drivers
to check on work attendance. We also
provide a 7-inch screen, audio pick up, and
protection box.
DSS server is the brain of the
Dahua Mobile Solution. Supporting a
maximum 2,000 channel connection, the

DSS server is mainly utilised to control
and manage the mobile recorder. The
server comes in two versions – pure
software as well as integrated software/
hardware, to meet different customer
needs. In order to better meet the actual
demand of different applications, the
mobile solution comes in a Bus Mobile
Solution, Logistics Mobile Solution,
School Car Mobile Solution and Law
Enforcement Vehicle Mobile Solution,
among others, covering most mobile
surveillance business application.
Dahua mobile solution was designed with
three essential aspects.
•

Automatic backup via WiFi
The wireless signal in a vehicle is
automatically switched from 4G
to Wifi when the vehicle is back to
the station. Video in the recorder is
automatically uploaded to customer
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Recommended device layout

centre at a speed of 10MBps, which
will soon be accelerated to 15MBps.
Wifi-based automatic backup is highspeed, low-cost and labour-free, in line
with the trend of backup methodology
in customer centres.
•

People Counting through IPC
The people counting function of IPC
is used to count the number of people
that have used a vehicle over a period
of time. Through wireless internet, the
statistics are sent from the recorder to
the platform, which generates reports
to see the flow of people in different
time periods. Reports of this kind
help operating companies to optimise
driving routes and therefore generate
more profit.

Best-seller mobile camera and video recorder
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•

Driving Behaviour Regulation via
Geo
Driving Behaviour Regulation works
along with the platform in the customer
centre. Define an area on the platform’s
digital map and define some restrictions
in that area, such as driving speed,
restricted areas and so on. This function
is widely utilised in cash carrier and oil
tanker project applications.

Using advanced technology (IPC,
behaviour detection, geo fence, cloud
storage diagram, etc.), the Dahua mobile
total solution provides automatic video
storage and smart detection under any
circumstances, be it darkness, heavily
rain or cyclonic conditions. With field
successes in many countries, including

Mexico, Turkey and Thailand, this solution
has been proven efficient and effective in
releasing the pressures of urban public
transportation and improving user
experience.
In 2013, the City Bus Project in Russia
utilised more than 8,000 sets of Dahua
Mobile DVR. Currently, in northeast Italy,
a city bus project is quietly but smoothly
getting on with the job with the help of
the Dahua Mobile DVR.
About Dahua Technology
Zhejiang Dahua Technology is a leading
product and solution provider in the
global video surveillance industry. We
possessed the 2nd highest market share of
the global video surveillance equipment
market in 2015, according to IHS 2016
report. We were ranked 4th in 2016 by a&s
Security 50, which ranks global security
industry players according to total security
equipment sales.
We commit to provide the highest
quality product with the latest technology
to enable our customers to perform
their business successfully. Our
company invests about 10% of annual
sales revenue in R&D since 2010. We
have more than 5,000 R&D engineers.
Our engineers work on cutting edge
technologies in camera lens, image
sensor, video encoding and transmission,
embedded processor, graphic processing,
video analytics, software reliability and
network security technology. We partner
with leaders in various areas to ensure
our customers enjoy the latest and the
best technologies. Numerous Dahua
products have been acknowledged and
awarded by professional associations and
organisations in the security industry.
Visit www.dahuasecurity.com to learn more.
nzSecurity
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New Zealand Airports not
immune from threats –
inside and out
While the shooting of an explosives
detector dog at Auckland Airport
has caused a public outcry,
passengers in the US are howling
over tougher pre-flight pat-downs,
and a new report raises the ‘insider
threat’ spectre.
Debate has raged across the country as
to whether staff at Auckland airport were
justified in giving the order to shoot an
explosives detection dog that escaped onto
the airfield, delaying 16 international and
domestic flights.
The Aviation Security Service dog,
Grizz, was shot dead by police early on
the morning of 17 March after he was
spooked on the job and escaped airside
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through an open security door. With the
dog on the loose, pilots refused to risk
passenger safety by taking off.
Grizz’s death was bound to be a
public relations nightmare. A number
of commentators questioned why a less
extreme measure, such as a tranquiliser,
was not used, while others pondered the
waste of a significant security resource
already ten months into its training and six
months away from graduating.
On its Facebook page, TVNZ show
Breakfast posted “Do they not have a
tranquiliser gun? I’m not happy. There was
no need to shoot the dog.” Hilary Barry,
co-host of the show was visibly upset on
air, and a string of comments elicited by
the post indicated that many viewers were
similarly aghast.

In an 18 March media statement,
Auckland Airport announced it would
carry out its own review of the events
surrounding the shooting. According
to the statement, “the Emergency
Operations Centre team, which includes
representatives of the border agencies,
airlines, ground handlers and New Zealand
Police, made their difficult decision only
after they exhausted all the viable options
available to them.”
“The event was difficult for the whole
airport team, particularly for the agencies
and staff who tried to do everything they
could to capture the dog,” it continued.
“Everyone involved in airport operations
understands how important working dogs
are to the safe and secure operation of
airports.”
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CCTV SALES PERSON
C.R. Kennedy (CRK) is a leading supplier of advanced software and hardware solutions to the video
surveillance industry both in New Zealand and Australia dealing directly with security installation
professionals, installation companies, trade consultants and industry experts.
We have a very strong focus on customer service and support. CRK represents some of the worlds leading
brands including Dallmeier, LG, Uniview and Netgear.
We are currently seeking to appoint a well motivated, well presented energetic sales person/s based from
our Auckland office or based in Wellington or Christchurch covering key locations within NZ.

JOIN THE FAMILY AND WORK WITH A GREAT TEAM

Some of the great CRKNZ staff, missing on the day was Account Manager NZ CCTV Division Amir Pirani

The key responsibilities of this role include:
• To develop and maintain strong ongoing relationships with
clients and development of sales,
• Maintain contact with all clients in the market area to
ensurehigh levels of client satisfaction,
• To canvas new opportunities in order to continually be
establishing new business,
• Full responsibility for allocated sales territory,
• Assist with sales and marketing strategies,
• Meet and exceed sales targets,

•
•

Skills required:
• Excellent time management skills and initiative,
• Strongly motivated and reliable,
• Attention to detail and accuracy,
• Computer skills,
• Be an excellent communicator at all levels,
• Good understanding of the CCTV industry,
• Be a team player
• Outstanding customer focus
• Work Related Competencies
• Excellent customer service skills

To be considered for this role you will have
the following:
• Possible previous experience in sales within the CCTV
industry
• Excellent computer skills
• Accurate data entry skills
• Good verbal and written communication as well as good
presentation skills
• Previous experience with managing sales territories
• Well organised with good time management
• An understanding of CCTV, IP Video, VMS & Networks

Excellent oral and written communication
Excellent interpersonal skills

Core Competencies
• Adaptable
• Work autonomously
• Thinking outside of the square
• Ability to multitask
• Integrity
• Excellence

Primary Role:
The purpose of this role is to provide an effective and efficient service to our existing clients
and to establish new ongoing relationships whilst growing our presence throughout the
New Zealand market. Please email your application letter and CV to: manager@crknz.co.nz

The Aviation Security Service is also
conducting a review. Quite apart from
questions around whether the shooting of
the dog was justified, an obvious area of
investigation will be how Grizz was able to
escape via an open security door onto the
airfield in the first place.
Tougher Avsec procedures for the US
The incident comes at a time when
aviation security procedures over in the US
are being toughened. Travelers there are
complaining about a new, more aggressive
pat-down procedure implemented by the
Transportation Security Administration
and which security experts say is necessary
to thwart possible terrorist threats on
airplanes.
The new protocol replaces five
separate kinds of pat-downs previously
used – and implemented inconsistently
– at airports across the US. Anticipating
traveller backlash in relation to the new
pat-down, the TSA, which is part of the
US Department of Homeland Security,
advised police to prepare for complaints
and calls to 911.
While the measures will enhance
security on flights departing US airports,
a spotlight is also being cast on those
conducting the checks. A US Congress
Homeland Security Committee report
released in February, observed that
“current security standards would likely
fail to prevent a determined adversary with
insider access from causing harm to an
airport or aircraft.”
According to the report “America’s
Airports: The Treat from Within”,
approximately 900,000 people work at
450 airports under federal supervision
in the US, and many are able to bypass
the traditional screening requirements
that travelers are required to endure.
“While the overwhelming majority of
these airport workers take the inherent
responsibility seriously, there are
increasing concerns that insider threats to
aviation security are on the rise.”
The report cited a spate of recent
insider threat examples, including an
attempt to detonate a bomb at an airport,
gun and drug smuggling, an expressed
willingness to smuggle explosives as well
as employees who became involved in
terrorist activities overseas. In all of these
instances, the employees in question had
access to secure areas of the airport.
“These insider threats, and the lack
of adequate access controls at airports
nationwide,” stated the report, “are
of particular concern given the rise of
terrorist groups bent on penetrating U.S.
airport security to commit terrorist acts
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and “lone wolf ” attacks being inspired by
terrorist groups like ISIS.”
The authors of the report found that
the overall understanding of the threats
facing transportation systems differed
greatly among airport officials across
the country, leading to the conclusion
that many aviation workers may not
understand the potential risk posed by
weak access controls.
The vulnerabilities shown by recent
incidents at both US and foreign airports,
states the report, demonstrate the
troubling reality that current security
standards would prove ineffectual against
a determined attacker.
NZ CAA’s take
The recent changes to TSA patdown procedure is being watched by
New Zealand’s Civil Aviation Authority.
According to a spokesperson, “the
CAA, in close partnership with other
government agencies, proactively monitors
the international threat environment
and the activities of similar security
organisations overseas.”
“Learnings from other organisations
may help to inform any changes made
in New Zealand that may in turn affect
Avsec operations, but this would be in the
context of New Zealand’s security needs.”
Asked by NZ Security about the key
security threats facing New Zealand’s
airports, the spokesperson pointed to the
fact that our aviation system is part of the
much wider international aviation system
– and increasingly so given the growing
number of international flights in and out
of our airports.
“Acknowledging this, the nature of
the threats New Zealand faces are not
unique and mirror those faced by our

international partners in many cases; albeit
that the actual level of threat may vary
internationally in some cases.
“The threat environment will always be
a dynamic one; and one that is influenced
by a variety of factors and drivers; many of
which stem from the wider international
environment and may be beyond New
Zealand’s immediate control.”
According to the CAA, the security
measures in place locally to respond to
security threats meet the requirements
of the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO, the UN sub-agency
responsible for setting international
aviation safety and security standards).
Asked about what safeguards are in
place here to protect against the insider
threat by those authorised to bypass
airport screening processes by virtue of
their employment, CAA’s spokesperson
commented that there is “a range of
security measures in place in respect
of insider threats that it would be
inappropriate to disclose for security
reasons.”
These measures, according to the
CAA, meet ICAO requirements.
Returning now to the CAA’s
observation that the nature of threats
faced by New Zealand mirror those faced
– in many cases – by our international
partners, it is logical to conclude that our
airports are by no means immune to the
insider threat.
The Aviation Security Service – part
of the CAA – is responsible for preboard screening of passengers at major
airports throughout New Zealand. Avsec’s
activities also include screening checked
baggage, screening of airport workers,
airport access controls, random patrols,
aircraft security and managing the Airport
Identity Card system for restricted areas.
All airside workers in New Zealand are
vetted, including ground staff, flight crew,
Avsec and CAA employees and duty-free
shop workers.
: In late 2015, Transport Minister
Simon Bridges said safety measures were
likely to be toughened up as a result of
a review being undertaken at that time,
with screening of the 25,000 holders of
permanent airport identity cards an area
being looked at.
Yet, despite the CAA’s safety and
security procedures ticking all the of
ICAO’s boxes, an Avsec explosives
detector dog was able to escape onto
Auckland Airport’s airfield via an open
security door. It’s shooting resulting in the
loss of an expensive security resource.
The insider threat isn’t necessarily
malicious… it can simply be careless.
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Balancing safety and service:
Securing government service centres
New ID checks at WINZ offices have drawn criticism from unions, but MSD stands firm. It’s one
of many changes the ministry has implemented since the 2014 Ashburton tragedy aimed at
making the staff and clients of its service centres safer.
According to mid-February media
reports, Armourguard Security
stood down a security guard from a
WINZ site after he had complained
to his union that the company was
not taking the health and safety of
guards seriously.
Dave Toopi, a Unite union delegate,
complained to his union that new ID
checking procedures at WINZ offices put
the guards at risk because they were now
having to act as receptionists as well as
guards.
“Guards are expected to stop all
clients, check if they have ID, check if
they have an appointment and the time of
the appointment,” stated a Unite media
release. “They are holding a folder with
sheets of names and appointment times.
This creates holdups during busy periods.”
According to the union, guards are
in a vulnerable position when doing the
paperwork and not in a position to react
quickly, and that this additional role can
create unnecessary tension between them
and clients.
Asked by NZ Security whether it
could confirm whether Armourguard
had stood down a security guard from
one of its WINZ sites, the Ministry of
Social Development (MSD) stated that it
would not comment on any employment
relations issue between Armourguard and
their staff.
According to the MSD website, the
new security measures are in place to make
their offices safer. “Our security guards
will have a quick chat with people before
they come into our offices,” states the
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site. “It’s an opportunity to check why the
person is coming to see us and help to
make sure we don’t let someone in who
might be a risk to the safety of our clients
or our staff.”
Although there has been some
criticism of the new ID checking
procedures, the ministry, however, is
standing firm on the issue. “It’s an
important part of our security that we
know who is coming into our sites,” MSD
Deputy Chief Executive Service Delivery,
Ruth Bound, told NZ Security.
“People will be asked for ID – any
form of ID. But we know not everyone
carries this at all times so I can reassure
people that not having ID won’t mean
people can’t come into a Work and
Income office,” she stressed. “If guards
are satisfied someone has a genuine reason
for visiting, the lack of ID will not be a
barrier to them coming into our offices.”
According to Ms Bound, many
security guards were already having these
conversations with clients – “the change is

simply making sure we have a consistent
approach across the country and we’ve
been progressively rolling this out since 16
January.”
“As part of this we have been working
very closely with Armourguard to make
sure their staff understand the new
guidelines and get up-skilled. This includes
ensuring our contracted security personnel
are fully aware of their obligations under
the Privacy Act, including using any
private information provided strictly for
the purposes for which it is required.
According to Ms Bound, the Office
of the Privacy Commissioner is aware of
the process and is satisfied it meets the
requirements of the Privacy Act. For its
part, the MSD is closely monitoring the
changes.
Service centre security challenges
Asked more generally about the major
challenges of securing government service
centres, Ms Bound stated that safety of
staff and clients is the absolute priority
April / May 2017
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– “no one should come into a Work and
Income office and feel threatened or
scared.”
“Every week we see 38,000 clients face
to face and take 144,000 calls. In the vast
majority of cases, we’re able to see and
help people without any issues,” she said.
But it is the nature of WINZ’s portfolio
that some cases are trickier than others.
“As part of our day-to-day work, we
do deal with people who are vulnerable,
who are frustrated, with issues ranging
from mental health to family breakdowns
and job loss. It can be tense and we
know it’s not easy to ask for help. We’ll
always do our best to help people who
need it. Treating people with respect and
understanding is absolutely key for us to
be able to do our job.
“But we need to make it clear that
threatening behaviour is not okay. With
real people behind every threat and
security incident recorded, it has real
impact beyond the numbers on paper.”
Post-Ashburton developments
Safety of service centre staff and clients has
been top-of-agenda at MSD since the 2014
Ashburton WINZ shootings, and a raft of
measures have been undertaken to secure
against the recurrence of such an event.
In the days immediately following the
Ashburton tragedy, said Ms Bound, the
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Ministry contracted additional security
guards for each site and adopted a ‘zerotolerance policy’ towards abusive and
threatening behavior. The ministry also
commissioned Deloittes to complete an
independent security review.
“The independent security review was
undertaken in two phases,” she explained.
The first phase focused on reviewing the
physical environment in MSD’s public
facing service sites, this was released on 26
September 2014. The second phase took
a broader look at security at the Ministry,
and was released on 10 February 2015.
A Security Response Programme was
established to consider the findings of the
review and implement changes across the
ministry.
Following a WorkSafe investigation
into the tragedy, the ministry was charged
under Section 6 of the Health and Safety
in Employment Act 1992. “The Ministry
filed a guilty plea, to help bring some
closure for everyone impacted,” said Ms
Bound, “especially those in Ashburton.”
In April 2016, the Health and Safety at
Work Act (HSWA) 2015 came into force,
creating stronger obligations on employers.
“While many of our health, safety and
security processes remained current under
the new Act,” she said, “we have provided
comprehensive training to staff on
proactively identifying and managing risks

and strengthened our duty of care with our
contractors and suppliers.”
According to Ms Bound, further
health, safety and security changes have
been introduced by the Security Response
Programme, as a result of the WorkSafe
prosecution and the introduction of
the HSWA, and as the needs of MSD’s
business change.
Evergreen International NZ won the
$80 million contract in 2014 to supply
security services to MSD, just six months
after the private equity-owned firm
acquired the Tyco-owned Armourguard
Security business in New Zealand for
$1. At that time, the ministry employed
around 162 guards at 144 WINZ sites.
The national two-year plus two-year
contract covers the provision of security
guards, monitoring of security and fire
alarms in ministry offices and Child
Youth and Family homes, and support for
monitoring systems.
It also requires security guards to be
dispatched with CYF employees in family
homes, transition sites and in transit and
to help in delivering “trespass notices and
warning letters to clients”. Guards also
sit in on some family group conferences.
Monitoring services include bedroom,
intruder detection and fire alarm systems
in dozens of CYF family and supervised
group homes.
April / May 2017

Aviation Security Service
selects safe skies
The Aviation Security Service has
selected Safe Skies as the Accepted
Luggage Lock for NZ Airports. Safe
Skies luggage locks allow airport
security to open luggage for
security purposes and relock the
baggage without damage
Through this partnership, Safe Skies is
recognized as an accepted luggage lock for
travelers to, from and within New Zealand.
Safe Skies luggage locks allow security
personnel to open and relock baggage
when physical inspections are needed,
providing passengers with the peace of
mind that their luggage will arrive at their
destination locked, and intact. With the

industry’s most comprehensive selection
of combination locks, padlocks and
luggage straps, travelers have a vast array
of baggage protection to choose from.
“The safety of our visitors and New
Zealand residents is unequivocally our top
priority, so we’re constantly looking for
the most innovative tools and technology
that will enhance our security and keep

travelers’ minds at ease,” said Mark
Wheeler, General Manager, AVSEC.
“With Safe Skies luggage locks, AVSEC
security personnel have the master tools
to unlock and inspect baggage without
damaging the passenger’s property.”
“Travelers lock their luggage for
protection, and expect their bags to arrive
in the same condition as they were left
off – Safe Skies locks will help ensure
that happens,” said David Tropp, Founder
of Safe Skies. “Our patented technology
makes it easier for security officers to
perform physical inspections without
having to cut off the locks, something
both AVSEC and travelers appreciate. We
all want to feel safe when we travel, and
that’s part of the Safe Skies’ goal.”

Wellington start-up
secures major contract
Wellington start-up IT Eight Wire
has secured a major five-year
contract to build a data exchange
platform for the government,
“They have previously described
themselves as ‘three guys and
three laptops’, but they are clearly
outperforming that image with this latest
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contract that will help allow agencies and
NGOs to exchange sensitive information
to better target investment in small
groups,” said Wellington Chamber of
Commerce Chief Executive John Milford.
The project will for the first time
see the linking of data systems from
the Government’s social sector, and
will ultimately include the Ministries of
Education, Health, Justice, Corrections,

Police, Social Development and
Vulnerable Children, associated NGOs,
and possibly other organisations such as
schools and healthcare providers.
The firm will work with the social
investment unit, which was set up to
provide evidence-based information to
agencies to help inform their investment
plans.
“This is very small business doing
some very big things,” said Milford.
“Last year they launched in the United
States where they are taking on the likes
of Oracle with their unique data transfer
offering, and now they are scoring big
contracts like this at home.”
“This is another success for
Wellington’s IT sector and another for the
Wellington Regional Development Agency
(Wreda), which helped them get up and
running in 2013,” stated Milford. Eight
Wire was founded by Gleason and Nigel
Thomas in 2013 with help from Wreda.
nzSecurity
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Making international borders
more secure: opportunities for
innovators
9/11 and the new era of terrorism and conflict that followed in its wake have ushered in
unprecedented levels of investment and innovation in border security, argues border
security specialist Nicholas Dynon. And there are opportunities for local innovators.

Securing borders has never been
more problematic as governments
grapple with the challenge of
keeping borders open for business
yet alert to non-verified travellers
and closed to criminals and
opportunists.
Geography and geopolitics have spared
NZ from many post-9/11 border security
challenges, but not all.. The expectations
placed on us by our ’five eyes’ border
security alliance and our trade partnerships
with emerging and increasingly mobile
economies will push us to innovate, and
may provide opportunities to export
innovations to where they are in most
demand.
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Post 9/11 – an unprecedented era
9/11 transformed immigration
into a national security issue which
conflated immigration and refugees
with the terrorist threat. The perception
of inadequate border security made
electorates uneasy, and legislative and
bureaucratic changes ushered in massive
organisational, cultural and operational
upheavals for government border
agencies.
There was no US Department
of Homeland Security prior to 9/11,
and it is only recently that Australia’s
immigration and customs departments
merged. Its new border super-agency has
become firmly entrenched in the national
security community; an organisation
more militarised – with capabilities more

weaponised – than any of its earlier
iterations.
But while agencies’ resourcing and profile may have increased, so have the stakes.
Charged with preventing the entry of
terrorists and violent extremists, managing
increased refugee and asylum seeker flows,
and keeping foreign fighters from leaving
and returning, the potential consequences
of letting the wrong people through the
border have never been so high.
It has led to the need for additional
layers of scrutiny at the border and during
visa application assessment, including
more involved public interest criteria
checking, greater cooperation with
intelligence, security and defence agencies,
and information sharing with foreign
government partners.
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So, on the one hand, the terror threat
has resulted in border authorities having to
implement more onerous, intrusive checks
on travellers, yet it so happens that at
the same time more people than ever are
travelling internationally – and demanding
greater ease of mobility.
According to IATA, 1.45bn passengers
flew internationally in 2016. International
tourism is expected to grow by 3.3 percent
year on year to 2030, with Asia Pacific
growing at the rate of 5 percent annually,
fueled by the rise of affluent middle
classes in BRICS and particularly China
and India who are demanding increased
mobility via bilateral visa liberalisation
arrangements.
And that’s just tourists. The Global
War on Terror and the various conflicts
that have wreaked havoc in its wake,
including the conflict against IS in Syria
and Iraq, have led to unprecedented
refugee and asylum seeker numbers.
According to the UNHCR, global
displacement reached a record high
of 65.3m persons in 2015, an increase
of 4.8m on 2014. This includes 21.3m
refugees, 10m stateless people, internally
displaced persons, and persons seeking
asylum. In the EU alone, from 431,000
in 2013 and 627,000 in 2014, applications
from asylum seekers rose to 1.3m in
both 2015 and 2016 (double the previous
relative peak of 1992 (Kosovo)).
In spite – or more correctly
because – of the magnitude of these
post-9/11 border security challenges,
border security has become a hotbed of
innovation. It’s ironic, but it wouldn’t
be too much of a stretch to say that
al Qaeda has been responsible for the
most significant levels of growth and
innovation in the history of international
border security.
Innovation: Seamless Traveller
Governments have fast realised that they
need the private sector to deliver the
innovation, and we are thus witnessing the
increasing privatisation of border security,
from the management of immigration
detention facilities, to outsourced visa
application and biometric collection
centres, to the development of border
management systems.
If you’ve travelled internationally
from New Zealand in the last eight
years and you have an ePassport (one
with an RFID chip inside), then chances
are you’ve used SmartGate. First
implemented in Australia, on the NZ side
the initial capital cost of SmartGate was
NZD 15.9m, with an annual operating
cost of NZD 7.4m.
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What makes SmartGate a winning
example of border security innovation
is that it achieves efficiency without
compromising security… it actually
improves both. It deals more accurately
with the task of getting more low-risk
travellers through the border faster, while
allowing border staff to deal with high risk
passengers.
The Australian Government tendered
earlier this year for a replacement to
SmartGate – the Seamless Traveller
project. This SmartGate 2.0 is expected
to abolish the need for passenger cards,
Exit Point Marshalls, SmartGate paper
cards and passport control, replacing
manned desks and electronic stations
with automated triage points that
utilise contactless technology and facial
recognition cameras.
While travellers will still have to carry
their passport, they will not need to
break their step throughout the airport
journey. They will instead be processed via
recognition of their biometrics that will
be matched to data stored in immigration
systems.
It presents a true paper-less, contactless solution… although there is no telling
exactly what it might actually look like.
Only broadly worded requirements have
been articulated to suppliers tendering for
the contract, with the Australians wanting
to leave as much room for innovative
solutions as possible.
Seamless Traveller will represent
game changing innovation, but there are
plenty of biometrics-driven variations
under development elsewhere. And
having already followed Australia down
the SmartGate path, the question is
when – and how – will New Zealand
follow suit… and whether Kiwi
innovators will step up to compete
or cooperate with incumbent foreign
suppliers.
Innovation: Virtual Walls
From Donald Trump’s promise to
make Mexico pay for a wall to Kenya’s
planned 435-mile security barrier along its
boundary with Somalia, borders are big
business. The private sector has found a
lucrative market in border surveillance and
monitoring. But it’s not all in concrete and
steel.
According to Thomas Tass, the
chairman of Borderpol, there were more
borders and barriers built in the last ten
years than ever before. In addition to
the construction of traditional barriers,
a swathe of companies are developing
‘intelligent fences’ capable of detecting
intruders.

Boeing’s virtual fence, spanning
28-miles of desert along the ArizonaMexico border, for example, includes
sensors and 90-foot mobile towers
mounted with cameras and radar which
communicate images to Border Patrol
agents in vehicles and at command
centers.
The fence incorporates groundbased and tower-mounted sensors,
cameras, and radars, fixed and mobile
telecommunications systems, groundpenetrating detecting systems, command
and control center equipment, and
information database and intelligence
analysis systems. With the White House
calling for an extended and fortified
Mexico wall, many hundreds of kilometers
of desert await private sector innovation.
The largest share of the market,
though, is expected to be maritime
surveillance, driven in part by demand for
unarmed drones, helicopters and patrol
vessels to monitor the number of irregular
migrants attempting sea crossings. It’s
ironic, but as author Naomi Klein puts
it, “the dismantling of borders, the great
symbol and promise of globalization, has
been replaced with the exploding industry
of border surveillance.”
This is an abridged version of a talk
given at ASIS New Zealand Chapter’s
Auckland Members’ Breakfast Meeting held
on 24 March 2017. For more information
about ASIS NZ visit www.asis.org.nz

Nicholas Dynon spent 14 years with the
Australian Government Department of
Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP)
in Sydney, Canberra, Shanghai, Beijing
and Suva, followed by private sector roles
in outsourced visa services and biometric
identity management.
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Beehive thefts sting
Apiculture industry
Big prices for Manuka honey have made New Zealand’s apiculture industry a new focus of
organised crime. With rivers of gold flowing from the country’s beehives, thefts are on the
increase and beekeepers are looking for countermeasures.
After a decade of huge growth,
honey is now a $315 million export
industry. The growth – fueled by
burgeoning demand in China
and other Asian export markets –
shows no sign of stopping, but the
industry is taking a hit as a spate of
beehive thefts continues to sting
North Island beekeepers.
In Northland, it was reported that
about $500,000 worth of hives were stolen
in early 2016, and more thefts attracted
national media attention in August. On
18 August, Apiculture New Zealand
Inc, the industry peak body, announced
its intention to work with police to find
solutions, including the creation of a
centralised database.
According to Apiculture NZ’s Chief
Executive Karin Kos, Police reports
indicate that the incidence of beehive and
honey theft has continued to present a
growing problem. “In the 12 months from
July 2015 to June 2016, Police received
194 reports of honey or beehive thefts,”
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she told NZ Security. “84 of the 194 cases
involved beehives.”
In the last six months alone, Police
advise they have received around 400
theft reports [involving either beehives or
honey]. A big increase by any measure.
Placing this massive spike in context,
she explains that there are currently around
800,000 registered hives in New Zealand, as
opposed to around 400,000 five years ago;
so there are an ever-growing number of
hives available to criminals.
Since Apiculture NZ voiced its
intention to cooperate with NZ Police in
relation to the thefts, Ms Kos suggests
that the biggest outcome so far is that the
Police are taking the issue more seriously
and are more knowledgeable on the issue.
“I’m hearing from beekeepers more
recently that the Police have been very
responsive when the crime has occurred,”
she stated. “I think we as an industry are
also more on to it in terms of reporting
the crime and being aware that we need to
take security a lot more seriously.”
At the time, Apiculture NZ had
suggested the need for a central database
to ensure that information about thefts

and the people and organisations behind
the thefts could be shared more efficiently.
According to Ms Kos, this is well on track,
with Police “developing a database to
allow them to track each theft and access
information that other agencies may hold
about the hives around the country.”
Other measures, such as physical
security and surveillance measures have
also been considered, with the peak body
working on educating beekeepers on the
need for better security. In particular,
beekeepers are being advised to – where
possible – keep hives in paddocks away
from public view; consider using pressure
pads, tracking devices and outdoor
surveillance cameras; engrave or fire-brand
registration numbers into the hive; and
report theft and movement of hives to
*555.
“There’s a lot more we need to do,”
stated Ms Kos, “but I’m pleased with
progress to date and we’re also looking
at how we can tap into other rural crime
prevention networks to learn from them
and to see how we can use them to
educate beekeepers (who can often be
landowners as well).”
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Power supply cabinets
• Mounts for our 5 most popular models of power
supplies; 6 key-hole anchor points for easier mounting

total reed switch

• Lift off hinged doors for added convenience
• Louvre ventilation on doors

solutions from Flair

• Roller ball reed switch provides anti-tamper to front
and rear of cabinet
• 6 x 25mm knockouts, 2 each sides and bottom
• Medium cabinet holds 5 x 7 A/h batteries
• Large cabinet holds 14 x 7 A/h batteries
• Front lip to retain batteries and for additional strength
• Removable shelf and removable back plate to
facilitate easy bench mounting of equipment
• Lip return on door for greater rigidity
• Durable powder coated white finish
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Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden
Auckland P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland
1150 New Zealand Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881
0800 FOR LOK www.loktronic.co.nz

Flair reeds from Loktronic:
an unbeatable combination.

Power supplies from Loktronic – a great deal.

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden
Auckland P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland
1150 New Zealand Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881
0800 FOR LOK www.loktronic.co.nz

Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
www.loktronic.co.nz
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Complete range of monitored security PSUs in
12 and 24 VDC from 2.5 A - 20 A. DIN rail units
in 12 and 24 VDC from 10 - 100 watts. Plus,
inline and Plug packs and DC/DC converters.

ts

Designed, tested and
produced in New Zealand.

kt

for power supplies
Source all your power supply requirements at
Loktronic and choose from a range of over 20 ex
stock options, with 100's more to select from.

Talk to Loktronic now about our comprehensive
range of Flair Reed Switches. Not only for
“standard” use, but also for specialty applications,
from taught-wire types to waterguards, from
collared to stubbies, from overhead door with
offset to floor contacts, from latchguard to
sub-miniature, from push-fit to surface mount.

• Cam lock for security

• Heavy gauge 1.2mm steel

Loktronic

From closed loop, open loop to SPDT,
we’ve got the lot.

Loktronic

Power

distribution module

The Power Distribution Module allows the
removal of power to a group of doors on a fire
alarm activation whilst conforming to regulations.
Provision for individual fused power supply to each
door lock.

Loktronic

for gate locks

Choose from a comprehensive range of 23 models
of electric gate and outdoor locks for a wide range
of applications.

Red and black uncommitted terminals to facilitate
distribution from power supply or battery, to load.
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Gate locks from Loktronic – a wise choice.
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7 models of strikes by Trimec and eff-eff, Rim
mounted locks from CISA, and a versatile
range from Securitron and Interlock.

Comprises
• Fire Drop Relay DPDT 12 VDC • 6 x 2 Amp FU 500
Terminals with LED Indication • 2 x Red Terminals
• 2 x Black Terminals • I x DIN Rail
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• All terminals are labelled.
es

6 models from the famous Loktronic stable,
and 7 imported models with holding forces from
300kg, 550kg, up to 740kg; all locks complemented
by accessories to facilitate fitting.

NVR301 SERIES

NVR302 SERIES

IPC312/314SR
SERIES CAMERAS

POE+300M

RANGE

POE+300M

RANGE

8/16- POE+ channels
4/8/16 POE+ channels

1x VGA, 1 x HDMI 4K outputs

1080P/2MP/4MP Resolution

1x VGA, 1 x HDMI 4K outputs

Supports H.264/H.265

Supports H.264/H.265/UCode

Supports H.264/H.265

2x HDD up to 16TB total

Smart IR 15m distance

1x HDD up to 6TB

Onvif Support up to 12MP

Triple Streams

Onvif Support up to 8MP

Alarm i/o support

Onvif Compliance

Support P2P, UPnP, NTP, DHCP,

Support P2P, UPnP, NTP, DHCP

IP66

Supports up to 80Mbps

Supports up to 320Mbps

Microphone built in

Support mobile access

Support mobile access

Micro SD Card up to 128gb

ph: 09 276 3271
sales@crknz.co.nz

ph: 09 276 3271
sales@crknz.co.nz

ph: 09 276 3271
sales@crknz.co.nz

3 Hotunui Drive
Mt Wellington, Auckland, 1060

3 Hotunui Drive
Mt Wellington, Auckland, 1060

3 Hotunui Drive
Mt Wellington, Auckland, 1060
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Wireless IP Surveillance

Customized
CCTV Kits
Kits
Dahua Customized

Open Platform VMS

• Cost effective high performance
wireless access points for
outdoor use
• Stockists of AirMax, AirFiber,
AirVision, UniFI & mFi series
products
• ITPLUS are a Ubiquiti certified
and trained partner

•• We
Wesupply
supply
fully
customized
fully
customized
complete
CCTV
in form
complete
CCTV
kitskits
in form
of of
Hybrid,Tribrid,
Tribrid,IP,
IP,CVI
CVIetc
etc
Hybrid,
• Complete kits are a great way of
• Complete kits are a great way of
reducing costs and getting the
reducing
costs andfrom
getting
theplace
whole package
one
package
from
one place
• whole
Receive
FREE
support*
FREE
support*
including
including
remote
connection
• Receive
remote
connection assistance
assistance

• Award winning best open
platform VMS
• Advanced Built-in Video
Analytics
• Micromodule crashproof
software architecture
• Includes powerful features
such as Modern GUI, Video
Archive, Green Stream, Time
Compressor, Interactive 3D Map,
Autozoom etc.

Distributed by

Distributed by

Distributed by

Ph: 09 950 4940 l E: info@itplus.co.nz
www.itplus.co.nz

Ph: 09 950 4940 l E: info@itplus.co.nz
www.itplus.co.nz

Ph: 09 950 4940 l E: info@itplus.co.nz
www.itplus.co.nz

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!
Readers of NZ Security include those
working directly and indirectly in the
domestic and commercial security
industry. From business owners and
managers right through to suppliers,
installers and front line staff.
Among our readers are IT security
experts, surveillance professionals and
loss prevention staff.
Our readers take their job seriously
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EVENTS
NZSA New Plymouth Afternoon
Networking Event
When: Wednesday 3rd May 2017 3.30pm
to 5.00pm
Where: Details to be confirmed
Details: www.security.org.nz
Security & Counter Terror Expo
When: 3-4 May 2017
Where: Olympia, London
Details: www.counterterrorexpo.com
NZSA Hosted Industry Forum –
Electronic Security
When: Thursday 11th May 2017 9.30am
to 4.00pm
Where: Meeting Rooms Auckland
Domestic Airport
Details: www.security.org.nz
Biometrics Institute Asia-Pacific
Conference 2017
When: 17-18 May 2017
Where: Dockside, Sydney
Details: www.biometricsinstitute.org/
events.php
22nd Australasian Conference on
Information Security and Privacy 2017
When: 3–5 July 2017
Where: Massey University Albany
Campus, Auckland
Details: www.massey.ac.nz
Interpol World 2017 Congress and
Exhibition
When: 4-6 July 2017 (congress); 5-7 July
(exhibition)
Where: Suntec Singapore Convention &
Exhibition Centre, Singapore
Details: www.interpol-world.com

ASIAL Conference and Exhibition
When: 26-28 July 2017
Where: ICC Sydney, Darling Harbour
Details: www.asial.com.au
Advanced Security Summit
When: 1-2 August 2017
Where: Pullman Sydney Hyde Park,
Sydney
Details: www.securitysummit.com.au
2017 NZSA Annual Security Industry
Awards
When: Friday 25 August 2017
Where: Te-Papa, Wellington
Details: www.security.org.nz
Facilities Integrate Expo
When: 27-28 September 2017
Where: ASB Show Grounds, Auckland
Details: www.northportevents.co.nz
Fire and Security Exhibition
When: 11-13 October 2017
Where: ASB Show Grounds, Auckland
Details: www.fireprotection.org.nz; www.
security.org.nz
Biometrics Institute Congress 2017
When: 1-2 November 2017
Where: Australia House, London
Details: www.biometricsinstitute.org/
events.php
Risk NZ Conference 2017
When: 17-18 August
Where: Mac’s Function Centre,
Wellington
Details: www.risknz.org.nz/
conference-2017
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MEM2400LP

World leaders in
revolutionary Electric
Locking Design
and Craftsmanship.
Proudly stocked and
supported by NZ’s
leading authorized
distributor…

• Suits low door height or narrow
profile frames
• High holding force up to 1000kg
• Releases with up to 70kg of side
pressure; early warning alarm
• Supplied with anti-tamper bracket
• 12/24 VDC, low power consumption
• 4 hour fire rated
• Lock Status & Door Status Sensors
MEM2400LED-LZ
• Features as for MEM2400LP with L/Z
Bracket for inward opening doors

FES20M
• High security stainless steel strike
rated up to 1490kg holding strength
• Quick and easy Power to Lock/Power
to Open interchange
• Mounting kit with adaptor tabs
• 12VDC 220mA; 24 VDC 120mA;
36 VDC 80mA
• Door, Lock & Frame status monitors
• Pre-drilled for extension lips,
25mm & 50mm available

FES 10 and FES 10M
• Stainless steel faceplate & keeper
rated up to 1300 kg holding strength
• FES 10 is IP56 rated
• Dual voltage capable; 12VDC 200mA,
24VDC 100mA
• Pre-drilled for extension lips,
25mm and 50mm available
• FES 10M has door latch monitor

SECURITY TECHNOLOGY RELIABILITY

• ELECTROMAGNETIC
LOCKS

VE1260

• STRIKES
• DROP BOLTS
• ELECTRIC MORTICE
LOCKS

FEL990M

• 5 YEAR WARRANTY
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Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz

• High security, 1000 kg holding force,
35kg pre-load capability
• Accepts 12-30 VDC
• Door status & Lock status monitors
• Square & radius edge models
• Pre-taped glass door housing
available for radius edge version
• Special strike plate caters for up to
12mm door misalignment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-functional and field changeable
Vestibule or combination
Fail Safe/Fail Secure
12/24 VDC
Left or Right hand
Key override
Monitors: Door, Lock, Key & REX

For expert advice and assistance with
your security locking needs, trust in
Loktronic, call us on 0800nz367
565
Security
47

21136

Your FSH Electric Locking
range includes…

Formerly Samsung Techwin
Wisenet embodies a bright and secure
future. We create a smarter, safer world
with state-of-the-art technologies.

Superior Cost-Effective Analog HD
Wisenet’s analogue HD solution provides far superior
performance than existing analogue products.
The AHD series can transmit 2M Full-HD images
through the standard coaxial cable at a distance up to
500m without any additional adapters required.

Exclusive Distributor:

New Zealand

Australia

Auckland

NSW

QLD

VIC

WA

09 448 2040
sales@eoscctv.co.nz

+612 9749 5888
nsw@eos.com.au

+617 3252 9272
qld@eos.com.au

+613 9544 5633
vic@eos.com.au

+618 9249 5911
wa@eos.com.au

www.eoscctv.co.nz

www.eos.com.au

